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The 4f electrons of rare-earth ions have the localized nature even in crystals, and their magnetic
moments give rise to various phenomena. A single magnetic moment in a metal is screened
by polarized conduction electrons to form the singlet ground state. On the other hand, the
polarization of the conduction electrons propagates and leads to an effective exchange interaction
between two moments. The former is referred to as the Kondo effect, and the latter as the
RKKY interaction. Although both phenomena are consequences of hybridization between 4f
and conduction electrons, they compete with each other and may lead to the heavy-fermion
states at low temperatures.
If we neglect the charge fluctuation of the 4f electrons, a starting point for theoretical studies
is the Kondo lattice or the Coqblin-Schrieffer (CS) lattice model. These models correspond to
localized and strong-correlation limits of the periodic Anderson model. It is important to clarify
properties of these fundamental models in creating a better understanding of the heavy-fermion
systems.
Two contrasting approaches may be used to deal with lattice models theoretically: one is to
solve the model on a finite cluster by a method such as exact diagonalization, the other involves
the solution of an effective impurity system within the framework of dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT). The former approach is more suitable for low-dimensional systems, while the latter
becomes exact in infinite-dimensional systems. As for the one dimension, the Kondo lattice
model has been extensively investigated and its basic properties have already been revealed.
However, there are few numerical studies of higher dimensions. The purpose of this thesis is to
elucidate properties of the infinite-dimensional Kondo lattice model quantitatively. To this end,
(i) we derive a formula of the spatial correlations between local spins within the DMFT, and
(ii) develop a new impurity solver which give numerically exact solutions.
In the Kondo and CS lattice model, the Green function cannot be defined for the 4f electrons,
since the 4f -charge degree of freedom has been eliminated. A many-body effect of the exchange
scattering can be taken account of in the impurity t-matrix instead. We rewrite the DMFT
equations in terms of the t-matrix to be applicable to the localized limit.
For a description of the instabilities of the paramagnetic ground state, two-particle correlation
function is required. In order to address the spatial correlations of local moments, we extend
the t-matrix, defined from the single-particle Green function, to the two-particle Green function.
The “two-particle t-matrix” is then shown to give the susceptibility of local moments, and make
it possible to deal with the spin correlations by means of the ordinary technique in the periodic
Anderson model. We consequently derive spatial correlations in the Kondo and CS lattice model
based on the DMFT.
To solve the self-consistent equations of the DMFT accurately, we develop an impurity solver
based on the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method (CT-QMC) for the CS model. The
Monte Carlo simulations does not encounter a sign problem for antiferromagnetic interactions,
i
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and accurately reproduces the Kondo effect. Our algorithm can deal with an arbitrary number
N of local degrees of freedom, becomes more efficient for larger values of N , and is hence suitable
for models with orbital degeneracy.
With use of the new impurity solver, we first examine the Fermi liquid relations of the single
impurity model. We point out that the Korringa-Shiba relation, which connects the imaginary
part of the dynamical susceptibility with the static ones, needs correction for a finite value of the
exchange interaction. On the other hand, the Friedel sum rule, which involves the single-particle
excitation with the occupation number, is confirmed to be satisfied with high accuracy.
With the CT-QMC and the DMFT, we employ the Kondo lattice model with a tight-binding
band of the infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice. The half-filled Fermi surface exhibits a
perfect nesting property, so that instabilities are expected to arise. We evaluate the correlation
function of the local spins, and the charge and spin susceptibilities of conduction electrons.
Transition temperatures are calculated from divergences of the susceptibilities, and then we
obtain a ground-state phase diagram for arbitrary fillings.
In the weak-coupling regime around the half filling, we find an antiferromagnetic ordering
due to the nesting. The ordering is suppressed by the Kondo effect as the coupling increases. The
critical value agrees with the estimation by the comparison between the Kondo temperature and
the RKKY interaction. Namely, the Doniach’s picture is confirmed to be valid at the half filling.
In the low-carrier-density regime, on the other hand, we find a divergence of the ferromagnetic
susceptibility. This ordering is expected from the polarization function of conduction electrons.
However, unlike the antiferromagnetic phase, the ferromagnetic phase exists beyond the critical
coupling estimated by comparison between the Kondo temperature and the RKKY interaction.
This follows from the fact that all the local spins cannot be screened by a fewer number of
conduction electrons in the low-carrier-density regime.
In addition to the magnetic orderings of the local spins, we find a divergence of the conduction-
electron charge susceptibility, i.e., a charge-density wave (CDW) ordering, at the quarter filling.
This transition is accounted for by the strong-coupling picture, where each conduction electron
strongly couples the Kondo singlet. Therefore, it is a novel mechanism of the CDW transition,
in which the Kondo effect plays an essential role.
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1.1 Experiments on Kondo Lattice Systems
1.1.1 Kondo effect and heavy fermions
A magnetic impurity being in a metal exhibits the peculiar effect which is known as the Kondo
effect [1]. The Kondo effect is interpreted as a phenomenon which arises in the process that the
local moment forms the Kondo singlet with conduction electrons to lose its entropy [2]. This
single-site effect plays an important role in periodic systems as well.
Difference between dilute and dense systems remarkably appears in temperature dependences
of electrical resistivity. Figure 1.1 shows Ce contribution to electrical resistivity in CexLa1−xCu6.
Resistivity of the lowest concentration, x = 0.094, monotonously increases with decreasing
temperature, corresponding to formation of the Kondo singlet. The residual resistivity in this
case is regarded as an unitarity limit of the impurity scattering. As the concentration increases,
the residual resistivity decreases to becomes zero except for the unexpected impurity scattering.
The low-temperature behavior in x = 1 follows the Fermi liquid relation ρ(T ) = AT 2 with A
much enhanced compared to the free electrons. The change in the electrical resistivity clearly
demonstrates an evolution from the isolated Kondo singlet to the heavy-fermion states as a
consequence of the coherence.
The large enhancement of the effective mass revealed in the electrical resistivity also appears
in other physical quantities such as the specific heat. As a result, the linear coefficient γ of the
specific heat, C(T ) = γT , is connected to A by a universal value, which is referred to as the
Kadowaki-Woods relation [4]. Figure 1.2 is so-called the Kadowaki-Woods plot for some rare-
earth and uranium compounds. This relation demonstrates that the low-temperature properties
are describes by the Fermi liquid theory in these compounds.
We focus on CeRu2Si2, which has large values of γ and A as shown in Fig. 1.2. CeRu2Si2 does
not show magnetic ordering, similarly to CeCu6 of Fig. 1.1. One of features of this material is the
meta-magnetism. Figure 1.3 shows the magnetization process of CeRu2Si2. A meta-magnetic
behavior is seen at HM ≃ 8T, but is not a transition. Accompanying the meta-magnetism, a
change of the energy band has been found in the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) experiment [6].
The band structure is understood by the 4f -itinerant picture below HM, and is similar to
LaRu2Si2 above HM. The cyclotron effective mass of each branch is enhanced toward HM below
and above HM.
The origin of the meta-magnetism in CeRu2Si2 can be traced to the antiferromagnetic fluctu-
ation. Figure 1.4 shows the neutron scattering intensities for some wave-vectors as a function of
the magnetic field [8]. The scattering is composed of two components except for the background.
One is the local Kondo coupling, which is almost independent of the wave-vectors. Another is
1
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Figure 1.1: Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity of Ce contribution, ρm, in
CexLa1−xCu6 [3]. ρm is defined by ρm = (ρx − ρ0)/x, with ρ0 and ρx being resistivity in
LaCu6 and CexLa1−xCu6, respectively.
Figure 1.2: Relationship between the electrical resistivity coefficient A and the specific heat
coefficient γ [5].
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Figure 1.3: Magnetization process of CeRu2Si2 [7].
Figure 1.4: Neutron scattering intensities of CeRu2Si2 as a function of the magnetic field [8].
the antiferromagnetic correlation. The intensities showing the antiferromagnetic correlation
drop at around 8T, which corresponds to the meta-magnetism shown in Fig. 1.3. Therefore, the
antiferromagnetic correlation is expected to be relevant for the meta-magnetic behavior. Similar
behaviors have also been found in CeCu6 [9].
1.1.2 Ordered states of localized moments
In the above heavy-fermion compounds, the 4f electrons form the non-magnetic ground state,
where the conduction electrons screen the moments. On the other hand, the systems may
undergo a phase transition to an ordered state of localized moments in certain materials. In the
following, we present two series of materials exhibiting the phase transition.
Ce monopnictides CeX (X = P, As, Sb, Bi) are known to be the low-carrier-density com-
pounds. Assuming that the Ce ions are trivalent and that the 4f electrons do not contribute
to the energy band structure, there are even number of electrons per unit cell in these systems.
In this case, according to the band theory, the materials may become compensated metal or
insulator. It would be appropriate to refer the corresponding La compounds to understand the
band structure if the 4f electrons are well localized. Figure 1.5 shows the Fermi surface of
LaSb [10]. We confirm that there are only small Fermi surfaces, demonstrating the low-carrier
4
Figure 1.5: Fermi surface of the low-carrier-density compound LaSb [10].
Figure 1.6: Magnetic phase diagram of CeSb as a function of temperature and magnetic field [12].
AFF stands for stacking of ferromagnetic (xy-)planes in the antiferromagnetic manner according
to the vector k = (00k). AFP is the antiferromagnetic phase, where a non-magnetic layer lies
on a certain cycle. In the FP-phase, the ferromagnetic planes whose moments direct along the
magnetic field and the non-magnetic planes align according to k.
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Figure 1.7: (a) The 48th-band Fermi surface of LaFe4P12 [14] and (b) the half-filled Fermi surface
of the tight-binding band, eq. (1.1).
numbers in this material.
It is known that the Ce monopnictides exhibit complicated magnetic structure [11,12]. Fig-
ure 1.6 shows the magnetic phase diagram for temperature and magnetic field. CeSb undergoes
seven phase transitions with decreasing temperature without the magnetic field. Under the
magnetic field, there exist at least fourteen different phases classified into three categories. De-
pending on the external conditions, the ordering vectors change in stages to be commensurate
with the periodicity of the lattice. Correspondingly, the magnetization curve shows several
steps against magnetic field. Complicated magnetic structures have also been revealed in CeP
by means of the neutron scattering experiment [13].
The magnetic ordering may be caused by the nesting of the Fermi surface in some materials.
One of examples is the Pr skutterudites, PrRu4P12 and PrFe4P12 [14]. Provided the Pr ions
are trivalent, odd number of electrons per unit cell form the energy band. This system may be
regarded as band structure of the corresponding La skutterudite with localized 4f2 configuration.
Figure 1.7(a) shows the main Fermi surface of the LaFe4P12. It is pointed out that the main
conduction band is well approximated by the tight-binding band [15]
ϵk = t cos(kx/2) cos(ky/2) cos(kz/2). (1.1)
We note that the sign of the hopping (t > 0) differs from the usual transfer integral. When the
energy band is filled by one electron per unit cell, the Fermi surface shows the complete nesting
property (Fig. 1.7(b)). Hence, some instabilities leading to cell doubling are expected in these
materials.
Figure 1.8 shows the T -H phase diagram of PrFe4P12 determined by the specific heat and
magnetization measurements. At low temperature and low field, PrFe4P12 undergoes the phase
transition into a non-magnetic ordered state. Heavy-fermion behavior has been observed in the
paramagnetic phase under magnetic field. In the ordered state, the X-ray and neutron scattering
experiments have revealed two sub-lattice structure, which agrees with the nesting vector of the
main Fermi surface [17, 18]. The change of the periodicity involves disappearance of the Fermi
surface, since the Brillouin zone becomes half. Therefore, the ordering strongly affects the
transport properties. Actually, the electrical resistivity of PrFe4P12 drastically increases below
the transition temperature as shown in Fig. 1.9. At lower temperature, PrFe4P12 shows metallic
behavior because of the existence of another Fermi surface. On the other hand, PrRu4P12
becomes insulator below the transition [20], since no Fermi surface remains in the ordered state.
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Figure 1.8: The phase diagram of PrFe4P12
for temperature and magnetic field [16]. The
solid and dashed lines represent second-order
and first-order transition, respectively.
Figure 1.9: Temperature dependence of the







































Figure 1.10: Inelastic neutron scattering spectra of PrFe4P12 above and below the transition
temperature TA = 6.5K [21].
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Figure 1.11: Temperature dependences of the
electrical resistivity ρ and the magnetic sus-
ceptibility χ of YbB12 [28].
Figure 1.12: The PES spectra and the density
of states of YbB12 near the Fermi level (hν =
21.2eV) [28].
Inelastic neutron scattering experiment of PrFe4P12 shows a broad quasi-elastic scattering
above the transition temperature TA, and several inelastic peaks in the ordered phase (Fig. 1.10).
This result is interpreted that the 4f electrons which show the itinerant behavior above TA
change into the localized character by the ordering.
1.1.3 Kondo insulators
While the above-mentioned rare-earth materials are metallic in the paramagnetic phase, some
compounds exhibit semiconducting behavior at low temperatures with keeping the symmetry of
the crystals. These materials are referred to as the Kondo insulator or the Kondo semiconductor.
Typical compounds classified into this category include Ce3Bi4Pt3 [22], YbB12 [23,24], SmB6 [25]
and some Ce skutterudites [26].
If the rare-earth ions are assumed to be trivalent in the above materials, there exist odd
number of band electrons per unit cell except for the 4f electrons. In this case, the system
cannot be insulating according to the band theory. Hence, the 4f electrons should be considered
to participate in the band to form the hybridization gap in the Kondo insulators. We note that,
provided the short-range Coulomb repulsion works between conduction electrons, the system
may become the Mott insulator regardless of the number of band electrons.
Here we focus on YbB12 as a typical example of the Kondo insulators. We show temperature
dependences of the electrical resistivity and the static susceptibility of YbB12 in Fig. 1.11. At low
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Figure 1.13: Density of states of SmB6 near the Fermi level measured by PES (hν = 40.8eV) [29].
Figure 1.14: Magnetization curve of YbB12 up to 65T at T = 1.3K [30].
behavior demonstrates an existence of the energy gap around the Fermi level. At temperatures
higher than the room temperature, on the other hand, the carrier number exceeds thermal
excitations. Namely, the energy gap exists only at low temperatures. The static susceptibility
takes a maximum around T = 70K, and decreases at low temperatures. The peak in the
susceptibility exhibits the crossover temperature from metallic to insulating state.
Emergence of the energy gap at low temperatures has been directly observed by the pho-
toemission spectroscopy (PES) [27, 28]. Figure 1.12 shows temperature dependence of the PES
spectra and the density of states of YbB12. The density of states are evaluated by dividing the
PES spectra by the Fermi distribution function. We confirm a development of the pseudo-gap
around the Fermi level. The energy gap has also been observed in SmB6 (Fig. 1.13).
We finally show properties of YbB12 under the magnetic field. Figure 1.14 shows the high-
field magnetization curve of YbB12 [30]. The magnetic field induces the moment linearly up
to about 45T according to the static susceptibility. We confirm a meta-magnetic behavior
above 45T with clear anisotropy. Hysteresis has been found, so that, it indicates the first-order
transition.
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1.2 Theoretical Models
The various properties having been found in the rare-earth compounds are considered to be
caused by the 4f electrons. The 4f electrons have the localized nature, and therefore are
influenced strongly by the Coulomb repulsion among them. The two-body interaction plays
a dominant role in this system. A many-body effect emerging from the strongly correlated
electrons in the degenerate electron gas is an essential problem in theory.
1.2.1 Magnetic impurities
We consider a magnetic impurity with N -fold degeneracy. Rare-earth impurities, for example,
correspond to N = 2J + 1, with J = 5/2 and 4 in Ce and Pr, respectively. We represent the
magnetic component by α.
The local electron is considered to mix with conduction electrons. The mixing is restricted
between electrons with the same symmetry around the impurity. To this end, we express the
conduction electrons in the partial wave. Keeping only the components which hybridize with







where ϵk denotes the energy dispersion, and c
†
kα and ckα are the creation and annihilation
operators for the conduction electron with α component, respectively.
The above-mentioned situation of the rare-earth impurity is taken into account by the An-
derson model [31]. With the orbital degeneracy, the Hamiltonian takes the form:
HA = Hc + ϵf
∑
α
f †αfα + V
∑
α










where f †α and fα creates and annihilates the localized electron, respectively. ϵf denotes the
energy of the f level and is set to be negative. The third term describes the hybridization





with N0 being the lattice number. U is the Coulomb repulsion between f electrons, which tends
to decrease double and higher occupations.
The Anderson model gives an account of the Kondo effect as well as valence fluctuations.
The former relates to the magnetic moment of the localized electron, while the latter to a charge
degree of freedom. By eliminating the charge degree of freedom, we derive effective models which
specialize in phenomena on the magnetic moment. In the following, we derive two models as
localized limits of the Anderson model (Fig. 1.15).
We first exclude double and higher occupations by taking U = ∞. Then taking a localized
limit, i.e., V → ∞ and ϵf → −∞ with J = −V 2/ϵf fixed, the second order perturbation theory
leads to the Coqblin-Schrieffer model [32]






which describes antiferro-interaction between localized and conduction electrons originating in
the virtual excitation to the 4f0 state. Since the intermediate 4f0 state is isotropic, the interac-
tion has SU(N) symmetry. If doubly occupied states are taken into account as the intermediate
states, the interaction becomes anisotropic and more complicated. Equation (1.4) can also be
derived with use of the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [33].
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Figure 1.15: A sketch of the localized limit of the Anderson model.
In the case of N = 2, inclusion of virtual excitations to doubly occupied state leads to a
model with higher symmetry, since 4f2 state is isotropic as in 4f0. To begin with, we restrict
our attention to the symmetric case, that is, U = −2ϵf . We take the localized limit, V → ∞
and ϵf → −∞ with keeping the ratio J = −2V 2/ϵf . Then, we obtain the s-d model or the
Kondo model
HK = Hc + JS · σc, (1.5)
where S is the local spin and σc is the Pauli matrix for conduction electrons at the impurity site.
The interaction term is invariant under the transformation between the particle and hole. Hence
single-particle excitations are also symmetric, provided that the density of states of conduction














σfσ=1. The second term is the potential scat-
tering independent of the spin component.
1.2.2 Models of heavy fermions
So far we have considered single magnetic impurity. These models can be extended to lattice
models. With an extension to the periodic array of the localized electrons in eq. (1.3), we obtain
HAL = Hc + ϵf
∑
iα
f †iαfiα + V
∑
iα










which is referred to as the periodic Anderson model or Anderson lattice model. In a similar
manner, eq. (1.4) is extended to the Coqblin-Schrieffer lattice model






and eq. (1.5) leads to the Kondo lattice model
HKL = Hc + J
∑
i
Si · σci . (1.9)
As described in the impurity model, the interaction part can be expressed in terms of the CS
interaction and the potential scattering. The potentials being at all the sites are identical to a
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where v = −J/2. Hence, for the periodic model with N = 2, there is essentially no difference in
the physical properties between the Kondo and the CS interactions. The Kondo lattice model
can be dealt with by replacing the chemical potential µ by µ′ = µ − v in the CS lattice model.
We note that only the definition of the t-matrix differs from each other accompanying the choice
of the bare Green function.
1.3 Basic Properties of the Models
1.3.1 The Kondo effect
The impurity models are known to explain the Kondo effect, and their properties have almost
been revealed (see for example refs. 34 and 35). Here we quote some properties of the Kondo
effect.
It is known that all physical quantities in the Kondo effect are scaled with a single energy
scale at low temperatures. The energy scale is referred to as the Kondo temperature TK, which
signifies an energy gain due to a formation of the Kondo singlet [2]. The Kondo temperature is
determined in several fashions. One of rigorous ways is to define TK from the static susceptibility
χ at absolute zero. Namely, χ gives TK = CN/χ, where CN is the Curie constant.
On the other hand, the Kondo temperature may be defined from the bare parameters of the
models without evaluating physical quantities. According to the scaling theory [34], the Kondo





where the density of states of conduction electrons is assumed to be constant ρ0, and D denotes
the half width of the band.
1.3.2 The RKKY interaction and the mean-field theory
While the Kondo effect is a phenomenon arising from a single magnetic impurity, another result
can be deduced if there exist a couple of impurities. The conduction electrons mediate an effec-
tive exchange interaction, which is referred to as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
interaction [36].
We consider the S = 1/2 Kondo lattice model, eq. (1.9). An exchange interaction between
local spins can be derived by the second order perturbation theory. In the second-order process,
we are enough to arrange only two local spins. Hence, we work in the following simplified model:
Hexc = J(S1 · σ1 + S2 · σ2). (1.12)





where E0 denotes the energy of conduction electrons in equilibrium of Hc. P is a projection







S1 S2 S1 S2
Figure 1.16: Diagram of the effective interaction between S1 and S2. The solid and dashed lines
represent conduction electrons and local spins, respectively.




























where ξ and ξ′ indicate the spatial component x, y and z. The first term in the bracket represents
propagation of a particle with the momentum k′ and a hole with k from site 2 to site 1, and
the second term a particle with k and a hole with k′ from site 1 to site 2. The corresponding
diagram is shown in Figure 1.16. Taking q = k′ − k and summing over all pairs of sites, we




JRKKY(i, j)Si · Sj , (1.15)
where the coupling constant JRKKY(i, j) is given by







The factor 2 comes from the spin degree of freedom. The polarization function Π0q of free









which corresponds to the static component of Π0q(iνm) in eq. (2.61).
The effective interaction may be understood intuitively as follows. Assume that the local
moment takes a finite expectation value ⟨S1⟩ at site 1. Then the conduction electron at site 1 is
polarized by the field −J⟨S1⟩ through the exchange interaction. This polarization propagates,


















where the susceptibility is assumed to be isotropic. Then the exchange interaction at site 2
affects local spin S2 and the energy is given by
J⟨S2⟩ · ⟨σ2⟩ = −2J2Π012⟨S1⟩ · ⟨S2⟩. (1.19)
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The polarization of the conduction electrons eventually mediates the interaction between two lo-
cal spins. The above energy, in the Hamiltonian form, leads to the RKKY interaction, eq. (1.15).
We analyze the RKKY model, eq. (1.15), in the mean-field theory. The correlation between





where JRKKY(q) = 2J2Π0q. Without the renormalization effect by the conduction electrons, the
susceptibility of the local moment behaves in the Curie law, χ0loc = 1/4T . Then a divergence of
χfq yields the instability of the paramagnetic states. Consequently, the transition temperature
T
(MF)









We note that Π0q in the right-hand side of this equation depends on the temperature.
1.3.3 Heavy-fermion states vs. magnetic ordering
As mentioned above, in the model of the single impurity and two-impurities, the Kondo effect and
the RKKY interaction are derived, respectively. However, the both effect competes with each
other: the Kondo effect screens the moments while the RKKY interaction stabilizes moments. In
considering the ground state of the 4f -electrons system, Doniach has focused on the both energy
scale [38]. TK is expressed in the unperturbed form with respect to J as TK ∼ D exp(−1/Jρc),
where ρc is the density of states of conduction electrons at the Fermi level. On the other hand,
since the RKKY interaction can be essentially considered in the second order process, the energy
scale is of order J2ρc. Since ρc ∼ 1/D, a long-range order is stable at the coupling lower than
Jρc ∼ 1 and heavy fermion states realize at higher coupling regime. It is known that, at around
the critical value Jc, the magnetic fluctuation gives rise to the non-Fermi liquid behavior in some
physical quantities [39].
The ground state of the Kondo lattice model has been investigated by means of a variational
approach by Lacroix and Cyrot [40]. They have estimated energy of the Kondo ground state
as well as the magnetically ordered states, and obtained a ground-state phase diagram. The
variational method has been revised in the Kondo energy scale by Fazekas and Müller-Hartmann,
and applied extensively to several lattice model [41]. Figure 1.17 shows the ground-state phase
diagram of the Kondo lattice model for a constant density of states, and Figure 1.18 for the
square lattice. In the weak-coupling regime, magnetic ground states are superior to the Kondo
state as in the Doniach’s picture. The ordered states consist of the antiferromagnetism near
the half filling and the ferromagnetism at low-carrier-density regime according to the RKKY
interaction. The paramagnetic ground state realizes in the strong-coupling regime. As for the
square lattice, the Nagaoka ferromagnetic state spreads in the regime of strong coupling and low
carrier density.
We note that the variational method evaluates the energy of each state separately, so that
influences of the local correlation on the magnetic ground state are not taken into account. Even
in the ordered states, the conduction electrons may practically screen the local spin to reduce
the ordered moment. Accordingly, we cannot expect accuracy of the boundaries in Figs. 1.17
and 1.18. However, the variational results are important in the sense that we can understand
the limit of the model. Namely, the magnetic ordering take place in the weak-coupling regime,
and the ordering vector is determine by the polarization function of conduction electrons.
14
Figure 1.17: The ground-state phase diagram of the Kondo lattice for the constant density of
states evaluated in a variational method [41]. W is the half-width of the band. J corresponds
to half value of our definition in eq. (1.9). n denotes the number of electrons (including 4f
electrons) per site and spin. The number of conduction electrons per site nc is then given by
nc = 2n − 1.
Figure 1.18: The ground-state phase diagram of the Kondo lattice for the square lattice evaluated
in a variational method [41]. J corresponds to half value of our definition in eq. (1.9).
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Figure 1.19: Temperature dependencies of the static susceptibilities of the symmetric periodic
Anderson model for U = 2 [42]. χAF, χF and χii denote staggered, uniform and local magnetic
component, respectively.
Spatial correlations beyond the variational method have been investigated for the periodic
Anderson model in infinite dimensions by Jarrell et al. [42]. They have derived the spatially
dependent two-particle Green function by means of the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT).
Numerical calculations have been performed with the quantum Monte Carlo method for the
infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice. Figure 1.19 shows temperature dependences of the
local, uniform and staggered components of the f -electron susceptibilities at half filling. The
staggered component shows divergence as temperature decreases, indicating antiferromagnetic
transitions. The antiferromagnetic fluctuation is suppressed with increasing the hybridization
strength V , which enhances formation of the Kondo singlet. They have also studied asymmetric
cases. It has been reported that they did not find a divergent ferromagnetic susceptibility for
any filling or set of parameters. This result differs from the mean-field approximation in the
Kondo lattice model.
1.3.4 The Kondo lattice model in one dimension
The Kondo lattice model is a basic model to consider the competition between the Kondo
singlet and the magnetic ordering. As for the one-dimensional lattice, its properties have been
revealed through analytic and numerical approaches (for review, see refs. 43 and 44). While
the one dimension has a peculiarity that there exists no long-range order, it is expected to have
something in common with higher dimensional systems. Here we give a brief summary of the
ground state in one dimension.
Figure 1.20 shows the ground state phase diagram obtained by the exact diagonalization
method. There are two phases separated by the boundary almost propotional to the filling.
The regime of weak coupling and close to the half filling is the paramagnetic phase, where the
local moments form the spin-singlet state together with the conduction electrons. On the other
hand, the low-carrier-density regime is the ferromagnetic phase, which spreads toward the half
filling in the strong coupling. The ferromagnetism is characterized by the total spin moment
(L − Nc)/2, where L and Nc are the numbers of sites and conduction electrons, respectively.
It is known that a long-range order cannot realize in one dimension unless the order parameter
16
Figure 1.20: The ground-state phase diagram of the one-dimensional Kondo lattice model deter-
mined by the exact diagonalization [43]. The region above the border is the ferromagnetic phase
with a magnetic moment (1−nc)/2 per site, while the weak-coupling regime is the paramagnetic
phase.
is a conserved quantity. Hence, the ferromagnetism, characterized by the total spin moment, is
a unique possibility of the magnetic ground state in the one-dimensional Kondo lattice model.
To understand feature of the ferromagnetism, it is reasonable to consider the strong-coupling
limit [45,46]. In the strong-coupling limit J = ∞, since the Kondo singlet cannot be destroyed,
the number of local moments is effectively regarded as L − Nc (see Appendix E.3, for more
detail). By considering the effective model of order t2/J , it has been demonstrated that the
remained moments form ferromagnetic ground state [46].
1.4 Purpose of the Thesis
The 4f electrons, having localized nature, exhibit diverse properties at low temperatures, as
have been presented in this chapter. The Fermi surfaces of rare-earth materials, in general,
exist plural number and their structures are complicated. Hence, it is practically impossible to
adopt the whole detailed conditions into models. To understand these various phenomena, the
following two steps are relevant. First, it is important to clarify properties of fundamental models
under simple situations not only qualitatively but also quantitatively. We next take account of
additional conditions such as specific band structures and level splitting of 4f electrons. By
solving each model in approximate methods, we can grasp tendencies arising from the details.
The most fundamental model in the heavy-fermion system is the periodic Anderson model.
As for the magnetic properties, the Kondo and CS lattice model keep the essence. The purpose
of this thesis is to elucidate properties of the Kondo and CS lattice model. To this end, we
investigate infinite-dimensional lattice numerically with a high degree of precision. Since there
are many studies on the one-dimensional lattice, our investigation will help toward understanding
of two- and three-dimensional Kondo lattice model (Fig. 1.21).
Concerning the intersite correlation, one and infinite dimensions are inherently contrastive:
there is no long-range order in one dimension due to the large fluctuation, while the mean-field
treatment becomes exact in the infinite dimensions. Therefore, the infinite-dimensional lattice
are convenient to a research into the competition between the Kondo effect and the RKKY
interaction.







· Density Matrix Renormalization Group
· Perturbation Theory (U- or V-expansion)
· Quantum Monte Carlo (Hirsch-Fye)
· Continuous-Time Quantum Monte Carlo
Figure 1.21: A schematic of theoretical approaches toward understanding of two- and three-
dimensional heavy fermion systems.
To carry out our object, we establish a method which yields static and dynamical properties
of the localized model in infinite dimensions. The formalism is separated into two parts:
• We extend the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) to be applicable to the localized
model. Furthermore, we derive equations for spatially dependent two-particle correlations
within the DMFT. This enables us to discuss instabilities of the paramagnetic state.
• We develop a new impurity solver for the impurity Kondo and CS model. This method
evaluates physical quantities stochastically without any approximation in formulation.
Therefore the numerical results are, within error bars, exact.
This thesis is organized as follows. The formalism is presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Numer-
ical results of the impurity model are given in Chapter 4 as a test of the new impurity solver.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the numerical results of the lattice model. The ground-state phase
diagram and dynamical properties will be revealed. We conclude with summary and discussions
in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Formalism for Localized Models
To describe the many-body system in equilibrium at finite temperature, we employ the Matsub-
ara Green function or the temperature Green function [47,48]. The Matsubara Green function,
defined in the imaginary-time domain, gives the thermodynamic properties by taking summa-
tions over frequencies with a certain coefficient. By analytically continuing to the corresponding
real-time function, it is further possible to provide excitations of the system within the linear
response to an external perturbation.
In this chapter, we present a formalism base on the Green function to handle the Anderson
and CS model in a unified way. In the Anderson model, we usually concentrate our attention
on the f -electron Green function, since the Coulomb interaction is considered only between f
electrons. In the CS model, however, the Green function can be defined only for the conduction
electrons, since the localized electron does not have the charge degree of freedom. Therefore, it
is necessary to look from the conduction electrons for a description of the localized limit.
In order to address the localized limit of the Anderson model, it is instructive to refer
the theory of the local Fermi liquid, which describes low-temperature properties of the Kondo
problem. Nozières has described the low-energy excitations with respect to the phase shift
of the conduction electrons at the Fermi level [49]. The phase shift exhibits all informations
of the impurity scattering caused by the exchange interaction. By expanding the phase shift
with respect to the quasi-particle distribution, he has obtained the Wilson ratio as well as the
transport properties at low temperatures. The same consequence can be derived by means of
the perturbative approach of the Anderson model [50].
The impurity t-matrix, corresponding to the product of the f -electron Green function and
the square of the hybridization, is definite even in the localized limit. Hence, with use of the
impurity t-matrix, a unified treatment is possible for the Anderson and the CS model. In the
same spirit, we introduce a “generalized t-matrix” to describe two-particle correlations due to the
local interactions. It will be demonstrated that the generalized t-matrix gives the susceptibility
of the localized moments both in the Anderson and the CS model.
In the finite-temperature formalism, it is convenient to work in the grand canonical ensemble.
To this end, we replace the kinetic energy term Hc by






where ξk = ϵk − µ is the kinetic energy with respect to the chemical potential.
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2.1 Dynamics of Conduction Electrons and Generalized t-matrix
2.1.1 Single-particle Green function
With use of the Heisenberg operator ckα(τ) = eτHckαe−τH , the single-particle Green function
is defined by
Gckαk′α′(τ, τ
′) = −⟨Tτ ckα(τ)c†k′α′(τ
′)⟩, (2.2)
where Tτ is the time-ordering operator, and the bracket denotes the thermal average, ⟨· · · ⟩ =




















where ϵn = (2n+1)πT is the Matsubara frequency for fermions. We express the Green function
of free conduction electrons by gk(iϵn), which corresponds to the resolvent of the kinetic-energy
term, gk(iϵn) = (iϵn − ξk)−1.
To see influences of the localized moment on the conduction electrons, we derive equations
of motion for Gc
kαk′α′
(τ, τ ′). To this end, we first show equations of motion for ck(τ) and c
†
k(τ).
The Heisenberg equation leads to
∂ckα(τ)
∂τ








where jkα is defined by jkα = [ckα,Hloc] with Hloc = H −Hc being the local interaction part of





0 V fα, (impurity Anderson model, eq. (1.3))













fk′+qαck−qα′ . (CS lattice model, eq. (1.8))
(2.6)
Since the Kondo exchange interaction can be expressed in terms of the CS interaction, we
definitely employ the CS model. By using jkα, all models can be treated concurrently. Hereafter,
the term ‘Anderson model’ and ‘CS model’ refer to both the corresponding impurity and lattice
model. For convenient description of the impurity models, we again introduce the impurity-




k jkα. Since the interaction is local, jkα is independent of k in the
impurity model and jα can be simply written as jα =
√
N0jkα.
Generating an equation of motion for Gc
kαk′α′
(τ, τ ′) and taking the Fourier transform with
respect to τ−τ ′, we obtain Gcα(iϵn) for impurity models in terms of the impurity t-matrix tα(iϵn)
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Figure 2.1: Diagrammatical representation of the equation for Gc(iϵn). Thick and thin lines
denote the full and bare Green functions, Gc(iϵn) and g(iϵn), respectively.
as
Gcα(iϵn) = gα(iϵn) + gα(iϵn)tα(iϵn)gα(iϵn), (2.7)
tα(τ, τ ′) = −⟨Tτ jα(τ)j†α(τ ′)⟩ + δ(τ − τ ′)⟨{jα, c†α}⟩. (2.8)
Its derivation is given in Appendix A.1. Figure 2.1 shows the corresponding diagrammatical
representation. The impurity t-matrix includes all the consequences of impurity scattering. The
argument of tα(iϵn) gives the phase shift of the conduction electrons (see for example ref. 35).
In the impurity Anderson model, the second term vanishes and the t-matrix is given by the f -
electron Green function, tα(iϵn) = V 2G
f
α(iϵn). In the impurity CS model, on the other hand, the
second term gives the contribution in the first Born approximation J⟨f †αfα⟩, which is independent
of energy in proportion to an occupation number of the state α.
For the periodic model, the Green function becomes diagonal in the momentum space,
Gckα(iϵn), and is given by
Gckα(iϵn) = gkα(iϵn) + gkα(iϵn)tkα(iϵn)gkα(iϵn), (2.9)
tkα(τ, τ ′) = −⟨Tτ jkα(τ)j†kα(τ
′)⟩ + δ(τ − τ ′)⟨{jkα, c†kα}⟩. (2.10)
In the periodic Anderson model, the t-matrix corresponds to tkα(iϵn) = V 2G
f
kα(iϵn) as in the






means of the equations of motion, an expression of the internal energy can be derived from the
single-particle Green function (see Appendix A.3).
Finally, we conclude by noting the relation between the t-matrix and the occupation number
of the local states. In the Anderson model, since the t-matrix is identical to the f -electron Green




tα(iϵn)eiϵnδ = V 2nfα, (Anderson model) (2.11)
where δ is a positive infinitesimal. In the CS model, on the other hand, the Born term refers to
the occupation number. Since the first term in eqs. (2.8) and (2.10) vanish in the high-frequency
limit, the Born term can be extracted by
lim
ϵn→∞
tα(iϵn) = Jnfα. (CS model) (2.12)
These ways to derive the occupation number from the t-matrix will be extended to the two-
particle Green function in evaluating the local susceptibility.
2.1.2 Two-particle Green function
By writing down the equations of motion for the single-particle Green function, we have elicited
information on the local moment. Here we extend this procedure to the two-particle correlation
functions. We define generalized susceptibility for conduction electrons with four time variables
as follows:
























Figure 2.2: Diagrammatical representation of the equation for χc1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) in eq. (2.16).
where the indices symbolically represent the wavenumber and the spin component. The Fourier
transform is defined by





dτ1 · · ·
∫ β
0
dτ4χc1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4)e
iϵn(τ2−τ1)eiϵn′ (τ4−τ3)eiνm(τ2−τ3),
(2.14)
where νm = 2mπT is the Matsubara frequency for bosons. The susceptibility is obtained by




χc1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). (2.15)
From an analogy to the single-particle Green function, we consider extracting informa-
tion of the localized electron from χc. For this purpose, we define a generalized t-matrix
T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) for the two-particle Green function as follows:
χc1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = − δnn′ [δ14δ23g1(iϵn)g2(iϵn + iνm)
+ δ14g1(iϵn) · g3(iϵn + iνm)t32(iϵn + iνm)g2(iϵn + iνm)
+ g4(iϵn)t41(iϵn)g1(iϵn) · δ23g2(iϵn + iνm)]
+ g1(iϵn)g2(iϵn + iνm)g3(iϵn′ + iνm)g4(iϵn′)T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.16)
which is diagrammatically expressed in Fig. 2.2. The generalized t-matrix includes all effective
interactions between two conduction electrons via the localized electron. Deriving an equation of
motion for χc, we can obtain an explicit expression of the generalized t-matrix (see Appendix A.1
for detail). In the imaginary-time domain, T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) is given by
T1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = ⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)j
†
3(τ3)j4(τ4)⟩ − t21(τ2, τ1)t43(τ4, τ3)
+ δ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩
− δ(τ1 − τ4)δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c2(τ3)}⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j4(τ4)⟩
+ δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2){j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩
− δ(τ1 − τ4)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j2(τ2)⟩
− δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j4(τ4){j
†
3(τ3), c2(τ3)}⟩. (2.17)
In this derivation, we have used the relations {j†1, c2} = {c
†
1, j2} and [c1, {j
†





0. The latter relation holds in the case where Hloc is bilinear in c† and c.
In the Anderson model, terms except for the first two vanish in eq. (2.17) because of the
relation {j†1, c2} = 0, which follows from eq. (2.6). Hence T corresponds to the two-particle Green
function of the localized electron as T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = V 4χf1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), where χ
f
1234 is


















Figure 2.3: Diagrammatical representations of terms in the generalized t-matrix, eq. (2.17).
Wavy lines indicate the delta-function for a time variable.
defined in a manner similar to χc1234. Therefore, in the Anderson model, the susceptibility






T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). (Anderson model) (2.18)
In the CS model, on the other hand, all terms having the delta-functions contribute to the
generalized t-matrix in eq. (2.17). Figure 2.3 shows the corresponding diagrams in the frequency
domain. Since δ(τ) is constant in the frequency domain and correlation functions vanishes in
the high-frequency limit, it is possible to extract each term in eq. (2.17) by taking a limit for
the corresponding variables. For example, the third term, having δ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ3 − τ4), can be






















= TJ2χf1234(iνm), (CS model) (2.19)
which is nothing but the susceptibility of the localized electron. The second term in the middle
row comes from the second term in eq. (2.17), whose high-frequency limit is given in eq. (2.12).
We note that, in eq. (2.19), the signs of ϵn and ϵn′ should be different from each other. If we take
another limit with keeping the difference νm′ = ϵn′ − ϵn, the fourth term in eq. (2.17) remains,





T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm)






3f2⟩]. (CS model) (2.20)
In conclusion, in order to obtain the susceptibility of the localized electrons, we may evaluate
the generalized t-matrix T . Eliminating the fermion frequencies by certain ways, T yields the
two-particle correlations of the localized electrons. The way to evaluate the susceptibilities are
different in the Anderson and the CS model, originating in the relations between the occupation
number and the t-matrix.


























Figure 2.4: An integral equation for the generalized t-matrix T (iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm).
Finally, we set up an integral equation for T1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). It has been shown, in
the Anderson model, that T1234 corresponds to the generalized susceptibility of f electrons,
χf1234(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), where the irreducible vertex part is defined by the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
In a similar manner, we introduce an irreducible vertex part of T1234 by






T 0122′1′(iϵn; iνm)I1′2′3′4′(iϵn, iϵn′′ ; iνm)T4′3′34(iϵn′′ , iϵn′ ; iνm),
(2.21)
where T 01234(iϵn; iνm) is defined by
T 01234(iϵn; iνm) = −t41(iϵn)t23(iϵn + iνm). (2.22)
The above equation is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 2.4. In the Anderson model, T 0
and I correspond to V 4χf0 and Γf/V 4, respectively, with Γf being the irreducible vertex part.
2.2 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Localized Models
In infinite dimensions, spatial dependences of some quantities vanish to become local. Accord-
ingly, the system can be reduced to an effective impurity model. The DMFT gives a condition
of the effective medium for the effective impurity. We refer to the review paper by Georges et
al. [51] for a rigorous derivation of the DMFT and its applications to several models. The DMFT
can also deal with alloys combined with the coherent potential approximation (CPA) [52], and
has been extended to the spin systems [53].
In this section, we devote ourselves to the periodic Anderson and the CS lattice model. With
use of the t-matrix, introduced in the previous section, the DMFT formalism will be reviewed
in the atomic-limit picture. We further derive spatial dependences of the two-particle response
function in the latter of this section.
2.2.1 Self-consistent equations
It is convenient to begin with the periodic Anderson model in considering the localized limit.
In the DMFT, an effect of U at the surrounding sites is incorporated in an unperturbed Green
function (Fig. 2.5). It is referred to as a cavity Green function Gf (z). Letting Gf (z) be the
Green function in the effective impurity system, the self-energy part Σf (z) is given by
Σf (z) = Gf (z)−1 − Gf (z)−1. (2.23)
In the infinite-dimensional limit, the self-energy part becomes local, so that Σf (z) is equivalent
to that of the periodic system. The site-diagonal Green function Ḡf (z) of the periodic system





Figure 2.5: A schematic illustration of the DMFT self-consistency condition. The left-hand
side expresses the original lattice, where the bare propagator g connects each site having the
self energy Σ. The right-hand side stands for the alternative single impurity embedded in the
effective medium G.





z − ϵf − Σf (z) −
V 2
z − ϵ + µ
]−1
, (2.24)
where ρ(ϵ) = N−10
∑
k δ(ϵ − ϵk) is the density of states of conduction electrons. The self-
consistency condition Gf (z) = Ḡf (z) renews cavity Green function as
Gf (z)−1 = Ḡf (z)−1 + Σf (z). (2.25)
This equation corresponds to a procedure which removes Σf (z) at one site with keeping Σf (z) at
the surrounding sites. A self-consistent solution of the above equations yields the Green function
of the lattice in the DMFT.
In order to employ a perturbation theory from the atomic limit as an impurity solver, it is
convenient to rewrite the above equations in terms of the Green function of conduction electrons.
This transform enables us to apply the DMFT formalism to the localized model, such as the
Kondo model and the Coqblin-Schrieffer model. To this end, we introduce a cavity field Gc(z)
defined by Gf (z) = [z− ϵf −V 2Gc(z)]−1. The self-energy part is local in the infinite-dimensional




dϵρ(ϵ) [z − ϵ + µ − Σc(z)]−1 . (2.26)
The self-energy part Σc(z) is defined by
Σc(z) =
V 2





where the impurity t-matrix t(z) is defined by t(z) = V 2Gf (z), and is related to the site-diagonal
Green function Gc(z) in the effective impurity system by
Gc(z) = Gc(z) + Gc(z)t(z)Gc(z). (2.28)
It is obvious from eq. (2.27) that Σc(z) signifies an impurity scattering without repetition,
while the t-matrix incorporates all scattering processes including repetitions of Σc(z). The self-
consistency condition for the localized electrons, Gf (z) = Ḡf (z), ensures a similar relation for
the conduction electrons, Gc(z) = Ḡc(z). Hence the cavity field Gc(z) is given from Ḡc(z) as
Gc(z)−1 = Ḡc(z)−1 + Σc(z). (2.29)
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Equations (2.26)–(2.29), written in terms of conduction electrons and the t-matrix, are identical
with eqs. (2.23)–(2.25), written by the localized electrons. The result is that Fig. 2.5 holds for
the conduction electron Green function, where eq. (2.27) connects the impurity scattering to the
self-energy part. From eq. (2.24), the t-matrix of the lattice, t̄(z), defined by t̄(z) = V 2Ḡf (z)
relates to Ḡc(z) as
t̄(z) = Σc(z) + Σc(z)2Ḡc(z), (2.30)
which equals to the impurity t-matrix t(z) from the self-consistency condition. In the localized
model, it is possible to address formation of heavy quasi-particles through the t-matrix of the
lattice.
The DMFT imposes self-consistency on the site-diagonal element of the Green function, so
that only k-averaged quantities appear in the equations. However, it is possible to see the
k-dependence through the integrand of the average. The Green function and the t-matrix for
arbitrary k are evaluated from Σc(z) by








These quantities give information on the k-dependence through the energy ϵk of the conduction
electrons.
2.2.2 Spatial dependence of two-particle correlations
We proceed to the two-particle Green function in infinite dimensions. The DMFT formalism, de-
scribed only by the single-particle Green function, has been rewritten in terms of the conduction
electrons to be applicable to the localized model. Similarly, in order to describe a susceptibil-
ity of localized electrons, we begin by discussing the two-particle Green function of conduction
electrons. We define the generalized susceptibility for conduction electrons as follows:










The Fourier transform, defined in eq. (2.14), leads to χc
kk′q,αα′
(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). To discuss physical
responses to external fields, we introduce two response functions constructed by linear combina-





α, and another is the magnetic response function χ
c,mag defined from the






α mα = 0:
χc,chg
kk′q
(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) =
∑
αα′
χckk′q,αα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.34)
χc,mag
kk′q





kk′q,αα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). (2.35)
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where χc,diag and χc,offd denote respectively the diagonal and off-diagonal element of χcαα′ in spin




α is the Curie constant. The physical response is evaluated from











(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.38)
where γ = chg, mag represents the charge and magnetic channels.
We introduce the generalized t-matrix T γ
kk′q
(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) for each channel γ to address the







(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = − NCγNδnn′δkk′ [g(k)g(k + q)
+ g(k) · g(k + q)2t(k + q) + g(k)2t(k) · g(k + q)]
+ g(k)g(k + q)g(k′ + q)g(k′)T γ
kk′q
(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.39)
where four-dimensional vectors are introduced: k = (k, iϵn), k′ = (k′, iϵn′) and q = (q, iνm). The
factor CγN corresponds to CN for the magnetic channel and to unity for the charge channel. In






T γq (iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), (Anderson model) (2.40)





. In the CS model, on the other hand, from eq. (2.19),








T γq (iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). (CS model) (2.41)
By definition, the magnetic channel is zero in the CS model, so that we represent χf,magq simply
by χfq hereafter.
In the DMFT, the local component of the two-particle Green function can be obtained.
Applying eq. (2.16), the local component of the generalized t-matrix T γloc is defined by




+ Gc(iϵn) · Gc(iϵn + iνm)2t̄(iϵn + iνm) + Gc(iϵn)2t̄(iϵn) · Gc(iϵn + iνm)]
+ Gc(iϵn)Gc(iϵn + iνm)Gc(iϵn′ + iνm)Gc(iϵn′)T γloc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). (2.42)
In a manner similar to eq. (2.40) and eq. (2.41), T γloc gives the local susceptibility for each model.
Noting eq. (2.28), the above equation may be rewritten as
χc,γloc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = δnn′χ
c0,γ
loc (iϵn; iνm)
+ π(iϵn; iνm)[T γloc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) − δnn′T
0,γ
loc (iϵn; iνm)]π(iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.43)
where we have introduced
π(iϵn; iνm) = −Gc(iϵn)Gc(iϵn + iνm),
Πloc(iϵn; iνm) = −Ḡc(iϵn)Ḡc(iϵn + iνm), (2.44)
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We direct our attention to the generalized t-matrix in the effective impurity as well as the
lattice systems. We set up an integral equation for T γloc. Equation (2.21) holds for each channel
independently, so that we obtain






T 0,γloc (iϵn; iνm)I
γ(iϵn, iϵn′′ ; iνm)T γloc(iϵn′′ , iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.45)
where T 0,γloc (iϵn; iνm) is defined by





t̄α(iϵn)t̄α(iϵn + iνm). (2.46)
In the Anderson model, Iγ relates to the irreducible vertex part Γf,γ by Iγ = Γf,γ/V 4, and
T 0 to the generalized susceptibility χf0,γ without the vertex correction by T 0,γ = V 4χf0,γ . In
the infinite dimensions, only diagrams where different sites are connected by two propagators
contribute to the two-particle Green function, which follows that Iγ is a local quantity [54, 55].
Therefore connecting Iγ at each site by a pair of the lattice t-matrix leads to the generalized
t-matrix T γij of the periodic systems. Taking the Fourier transform over the spatial indices, we
obtain an equation for T γq as




T 0,γq (iϵn; iνm)Iγ(iϵn, iϵn′′ ; iνm)T γq (iϵn′′ , iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.47)
where T 0,γq is defined by





tkα(iϵn)tk+qα(iϵn + iνm). (2.48)
The k-dependence of tk entirely originates in Gck as is clear from eq. (2.32). Consequently, the







represent eqs. (2.45) and (2.47) in a matrix form for the fermion frequencies as follows:






T γq = T 0,γq + T 0,γq IγT γq . (2.49)
Eliminating Iγ from the above two equations, we obtain the following equation for T γq :
[T γq ]−1 = [T
γ
loc]
−1 − [T 0,γloc ]
−1 + [T 0,γq ]−1, (2.50)
which holds for each value of the energy transfer νm independently. This equation is an extension
of those in the Hubbard model [55] and the periodic Anderson model [42] to the Coqblin-
Schrieffer model. The corresponding equation for the periodic Anderson model has also been
derived within the XNCA, where the irreducible vertex is explicitly given in the framework of
the NCA [56]. We again note that, in the CS lattice model, a limit of T magq gives the magnetic
susceptibility of the localized moments in eq. (2.41). Although eq. (2.50) is an infinite-size matrix
equation, in numerical calculations we actually do not need to evaluate T at high frequencies.
The matrix equation as well as the limit operation in eq. (2.41) can be evaluated with small
matrices efficiently (see Appendix C.3).
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iεn''







= + Γc χcχc
iεn'
Figure 2.6: An integral equation for the generalized susceptibility of conduction electrons,
χc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm).
We return our attention to the susceptibility of conduction electrons. Knowledge of the
conduction-electron susceptibility makes it possible to discuss instabilities against the charge-
density wave (CDW) and spin-density wave (SDW) states, corresponding to the charge and
magnetic channel, respectively. In order to derive spatial correlations, we focus on the local
quantities in the lattice model in infinite dimensions. For the generalized t-matrix, we have
introduced the irreducible vertex Iγ to derive spatially dependent function. To obtain an integral
equation for the conduction-electron susceptibility, we substitute eq. (2.45) into eq. (2.43). After
some manipulations, we obtain the following equation:









c,γ(iϵn, iϵn′′ ; iνm)χ
c,γ
loc(iϵn′′ , iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.51)
For more detail and an explicit form of Γc,γ , see Appendix B.1. Figure 2.6 represents the above
equation diagrammatically. Since Γc,γ consists only of local quantities in infinite dimensions,
Γc,γ is also local. Hence, with use of the same vertex, χc,γq can be constructed as follows:









c,γ(iϵn, iϵn′′ ; iνm)χc,γq (iϵn′′ , iϵn′ ; iνm), (2.52)












k+q(iϵn + iνm). (2.53)
Eliminating Γc,γ from eqs. (2.51) and (2.52), we obtain the following matrix equation for χcq:
[χc,γq ]
−1 = [χc,γloc]
−1 − [χc0,γloc ]
−1 + [χc0,γq ]
−1. (2.54)
This equation is identical to that in the Hubbard model [55]. This follows from the fact that all
the spatial dependence can be represented by Gck, and therefore Πq, in the periodic Anderson
and the CS lattice model. Equations (2.51) and (2.52) represent effective onsite interactions
between conduction electrons resulting from the interaction with the local moment. The total
susceptibility including ⟨c†αcαf †α′fα′⟩ can also be derived in an analogous way [42].
We should note that the above formalism on the spatially dependent two-particle correlation
function does not have self-consistency between the effective impurity and the lattice model.







while in the lowest order, the above condition is satisfied. The present formalism is considered to
deduce the two-particle responses adequate within the DMFT, which guarantees self-consistency
only in the single-particle Green function.
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Figure 2.7: Half-filled Fermi surfaces of (a) the square lattice and (b) the cubic lattice.
2.2.3 Lattices in infinite dimensions
As previously stated, the DMFT is exact in the limit of infinite dimensions. To make the theory
consistent, we employ models of infinite-dimensional lattice. In this subsection, we introduce two
types of lattice, i.e., the hyper-cubic lattice and the Bethe lattice. The tight-binding band of the
hyper-cubic lattice has a nesting property at half filling, so that we expect magnetic instabilities
due to the RKKY interaction. On the other hand, the Bethe lattice has no characteristic vector,
so that the local correlation can be examined exclusively without any instabilities.
Hyper-cubic lattice
A square and a cubic lattice can be extended to higher dimensions, which is so-called hyper-cubic
lattice [57]. The tight-binding band with a nearest-neighbor hopping has an important feature
that the Fermi surface at a half-filling shows a nesting property at the vector Q = (π, · · · , π).
The nesting may give rise to instabilities of the Fermi surface resulting in, for example, magnetic
order or CDW. Hence the hyper-cubic lattice makes possible to study characteristics around the
quantum critical point.
We consider a hyper-cubic lattice in dimension d with the nearest-neighbor hopping t. We
scale the hopping as t = D/2
√







where we take the lattice constant unity. If we assume that a vector k satisfies ϵk = 0, which
is a condition of the half-filled Fermi surface, then the vector k + Q also gives ϵk+Q = 0.
Consequently, in any dimensions, the hyper-cubic lattice exhibits the complete nesting property
at half filling. Figure 2.7 shows the half-filled Fermi surface for d = 2 and d = 3, and the nesting
property can be confirmed explicitly.
The density of states ρ(ϵ) = N−10
∑
k δ(ϵ − ϵk) can be evaluated by means of the Fourier

















Figure 2.8: Density of states of infinite-dimensional lattices.









Therefore the band has no cutoff in infinite dimensions as shown in Fig. 2.8. The integral in


















A complex function w(z) = e−z
2
erfc(−iz) appearing in eq. (2.58) can be efficiently computed by
means of a series expansion and a continued fraction [58].
To discuss the magnetic and charge instability, we need two-particle response function. The
two-particle Green function Πq(iϵn; iνm) without the vertex correction, defined in eq. (2.53), is
expressed as




(z1 − ϵ1)(z2 − ϵ2)
, (2.60)
where z1 and z2 are defined by z1 = iϵn + µ − Σc(iϵn) and z2 = iϵn + iνm + µ − Σc(iϵn + iνm).
The dynamical susceptibility, corresponding to a babble diagram, is obtained by a summation





In the limit of d = ∞, the pair distribution function ρq(ϵ1, ϵ2) is evaluated with the Fourier














− (ϵ1 − ϵ2)
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D2(1 − η(q))



















(a) νc = 0.5 local (η = 0)
unif. (η = +1)



















(q = 0) (q = Q)
Figure 2.9: Static susceptibility of free conduction electrons in the d = ∞ hyper-cubic lattice. (a)
Temperature dependence for the local, uniform and staggered components with µ = 0 (νc = 0.5).
(b) q-dependence for several values of νc at T = 0.







The uniform component, q = 0, corresponds to η(0) = 1, and the nesting vector Q = (π, · · · , π)
gives η(Q) = −1. We further define a vector P by η(P ) = 0, at which two arguments are
decoupled in ρq(ϵ1, ϵ2). The vector P includes, for example, Q/2. For these representative
vectors q = 0, Q and P , ρq(ϵ1, ϵ2) takes a simple form as follows:
ρq=0(ϵ1, ϵ2) = δ(ϵ1 − ϵ2)ρ(ϵ1), (η = +1)
ρQ(ϵ1, ϵ2) = δ(ϵ1 + ϵ2)ρ(ϵ1), (η = −1)
ρP (ϵ1, ϵ2) = ρ(ϵ1)ρ(ϵ2). (η = 0) (2.64)
Substituting these expressions into eq. (2.60), we obtain explicit forms for Πq as follow:
Πq=0(iϵn; iνm) =

Ḡc(iϵn) − Ḡc(iϵn + iνm)
z1 − z2
, (νm ̸= 0)
− 4
D2
[z1Ḡc(iϵn) − 1], (νm = 0)
ΠQ(iϵn; iνm) = −
Ḡc(iϵn) + Ḡc(iϵn + iνm)
z1 + z2
,
ΠP (iϵn; iνm) = −Ḡc(iϵn)Ḡc(iϵn + iνm) ≡ Πloc(iϵn; iνm). (2.65)
The polarization is consequently given analytically from the site-diagonal Green function Ḡc(iϵn).
It is noteworthy that the components at P are identical to the local component.
To see characteristics of the responses in the hyper-cubic lattice, we plot static susceptibilities
of free electrons, which we symbolize by Π0q. Figure 2.9(a) shows temperature dependences of
Π0q(0) at half filling, µ = 0. The staggered component (η = −1) exhibits a logarithmic divergence
reflecting the complete nesting. The filling dependence at T = 0 is shown in Fig. 2.9(b) (νc
denotes the particle number per spin). To obtain this figure, we have evaluated the integral in
eq. (2.60) combined with eq. (2.62) for arbitrary η (see Appendix B.2 for detail). At νc = 0.4,
a distinct maximum is found close to η = −1. At less than νc = 0.3, on the other hand, the
uniform component (η = +1) is favored rather than the staggered one (η = −1).
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Bethe lattice
In the limit of infinite connectivity, density of states of the Bethe lattice is given by the semicircle





D2 − ϵ2, (2.66)
for |ϵ| < D, and zero otherwise. The site-diagonal Green function given by eq. (2.26) becomes






D2 − z̃2), (2.67)







(ϵn − iµ)2 + D2 − (ϵn − iµ)]. (2.68)
For the semicircle density of states, the self-consistency condition eq. (2.29) becomes simple form
as follows:







In the previous chapter, we have applied a framework of the DMFT to the localized model, and
extended to the two-particle response. Hence our subject is reduced to solving the impurity
Coqblin-Schrieffer (CS) model accurately. In this chapter, we present a new impurity solver
based on the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method (CT-QMC) for fermion systems,
which has been originally proposed by Rubtsov et al. [59] The CT-QMC evaluates the infinite
sum of multiple integrals in a perturbation expansion by means of a Monte Carlo procedure.
The CT-QMC does not require a Trotter decomposition in contrast with auxiliary field quantum
Monte Carlo methods such as Hirsch-Fye [60]. While the CT-QMC was first formulated as a
perturbation expansion with respect to the Coulomb interaction, an alternative expansion with
respect to hybridization around the atomic limit has been developed [61]. For the Anderson
model, the latter approach does not encounter a sign problem [62] and empirically, it is found that
even more complicated multiorbital and cluster models can be simulated without encountering
negative weight configurations. Therefore it is a powerful impurity solver for DMFT and its
extensions, and has been applied to several models [61,63–66].
The CT-QMC solvers [59,61] are not suitable for very strong correlations. In the “segment”
picture of ref. 61, the simulation of the Anderson model with strong Coulomb repulsion and a
deep local level involves short excursions to high-energy states (short overlapping segments or
anti-segments). Without special precautions, the acceptance rate of the Monte Carlo moves will
be very low. However, the empty and doubly occupied states play an essential role and give
rise to the effective exchange interaction. Since these high-energy states are easily dealt with
by ordinary perturbation theory, it is reasonable to employ an effective model which eliminates
these virtual processes from the start. It is well known that the Coqblin-Schrieffer (CS) model
corresponds to such a localized limit of the Anderson model [32]. The purpose of this chapter
is to formulate the CT-QMC in a form which is applicable to the CS model.
Our scheme, to be presented below, has the following features:
(i) As long as interactions are antiferromagnetic, the scheme is free from the minus sign
problem. This is consistent with the fact that the CS model with the antiferromagnetic
exchange can be derived from the Anderson model.
(ii) Acceptance probabilities for the random walk are higher compared to the Anderson model.
This is because the formulation excludes the charge degree of freedom. The remaining
magnetic exchange processes are sampled efficiently.
(iii) An arbitrary number N of local states can be dealt with in a simple manner. Larger
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values of N make the computation faster in general, since the number of operators in each
component decreases. Hence the scheme can easily handle orbital degeneracy.
Since the algorithm does not encounter the minus sign problem, highly accurate dynamics can be
derived. The algorithm is therefore especially useful for large-N systems, where other methods




In order to present our new algorithm, it is convenient to summarize the general formulation of











where H1(τ) = eτH0H1e−τH0 is an operator in the interaction picture. Expanding the exponent








dτ1 · · ·
∫ β
0
dτkTr{Tτe−βH0H1(τ1) · · ·H1(τk)}. (3.2)
In the CT-QMC, this sum of multiple integrals is sampled stochastically.
We consider the Coqblin-Schrieffer model with N components [32]













where ξk is the energy of conduction electrons with respect to the chemical potential, and Xαα′




k ckα, with N0
being number of sites, is the annihilation operator for the conduction electron at the impurity
site. The order of the conduction operators in H1 specifies the definition of the equal-time Green
function used in the perturbation expansion. In order to distinguish the impurity contribution
to the partition function, we factorize Z as Z = ZfZc, where Zc is the partition function without






















⟨Tτ c†α(τ ′1)cα(τ ′′1 ) · · · c†α(τ ′kα)cα(τ
′′
kα)⟩cTrf{Tτe
−βHf Xα1α′1(τ1) · · ·Xαkα′k(τk)}, (3.4)
where conduction electron operators are grouped by component index, and averaged separately
by ⟨· · · ⟩c = Z−1c Trc{e−βHc · · · }. A resultant sign in the permutation is represented by s. kα is
the number of operators c†αcα for each component α, and
∑
α kα = k. Using Wick’s theorem for




Wk =(−1)kJα1α′1 · · · Jαkα′k · s
∏
α




D[k] denotes the sum of k and {αi} and the multiple integrals over {τi}. The kα by kα
matrix D(kα)α is defined by (D
(kα)
α )ij = gα(τ ′′i − τ ′j) with gα(τ) = −⟨Tτcα(τ)c
†
α⟩c.
In the CT-QMC, statistical averages are evaluated by means of, for example, the Metropolis
algorithm with the weight of Monte Carlo configurations given by eq. (3.5). The implementation
of the random walk will be discussed in §3.2. During the simulations, it is enough to store only
the inverse matrix M (kα)α = (D
(kα)
α )−1. The matrix M
(kα)
α is utilized to evaluate determinant
ratios and is efficiently updated using fast-update formulae (see Appendix C.1).
3.1.2 Impurity t-matrix
The conduction electron Green function Gα(τ, τ ′; {τi}) for each configuration {τi} is represented
as follows [59]:
Gα(τ, τ ′; {τi}) = gα(τ − τ ′) −
∑
ij
gα(τ − τj)(M (kα)α )jigα(τi − τ ′). (3.6)
This equation can be derived by using the fast-update formula for M (kα)α . An average over the
Monte Carlo ensemble gives the physical Green function: G(τ, τ ′) = ⟨G(τ, τ ′; {τi})⟩MC. After
the Fourier transform, we obtain









where ϵn = (2n + 1)πT is the fermion Matsubara frequency. Since numerical summations over








In numerical calculations, the δ-function is replaced by a rectangular function with a finite width,
and τ is sampled in τ > 0 with use of the anti-periodicity as proposed in ref. 61.
We should note that the t-matrix in frequency space includes a constant term t(1)α in the first
Born approximation
t(1)α = Jαα⟨Xαα⟩. (3.10)
Although M (kα)α contains information of t
(1)
α at τj = τi, it is convenient to add it after the Fourier
transformation rather than measure it in τ -space. The constant is relevant for the calculation
of the Kondo model as will be discussed in §3.3. If the t-matrix is sampled in frequency space,
the constant term is automatically included in tα(iϵn).
3.1.3 Two-particle correlation function
We consider two-particle correlation functions χαα′(τ) defined by χαα′(τ) = ⟨Tτ X̃Hαα(τ)X̃α′α′⟩,
where the superscript H indicates the Heisenberg operator, and the tilde indicates deviation
from the expectation value: X̃αα = Xαα − ⟨Xαα⟩. In the CT-QMC, ⟨TτXHαα(τ ′)XHα′α′(τ ′′)⟩ is
evaluated by ⟨
Trf{Tτe−βHf Xα1α′1(τ1) · · ·Xαkα′k(τk)Xαα(τ
′)Xα′α′(τ ′′)}
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In actual computations, it is not necessary to evaluate the matrix products for the trace. Instead,
it is sufficient to judge whether Xαα(τ ′) and Xα′α′(τ ′′) are on segments of α and α′ components
respectively. In other words, we test whether Xαα(τ ′) and Xα′α′(τ ′′) are permitted by the
X-operators in front of and behind them. By averaging over τ ′ with τ = τ ′ − τ ′′, χαα′(τ) is
obtained with high accuracy. The equal-time correlation can be represented in terms of the
mean occupation by χαα′(0) = ⟨Xαα⟩(δαα′ − ⟨Xα′α′⟩).
We also consider response functions for M =
∑
α mαXαα
χ(τ) = ⟨TτMH(τ)M⟩. (3.12)
By choosing proper mα with
∑
α mα = 0, we can deal with magnetic, quadrupole and other
moments within N states. Provided the local levels are degenerate and the system has SU(N)

















The sums over α and α′ improve the accuracy of the sampling, although χαα and χαα′ are
identical for all α and for any combination of α ̸= α′, respectively. The equal-time correlation
is χ(0)/CN = 1. The static susceptibility is evaluated by integrating χ(τ). Although the static
susceptibility can also be obtained by measuring the expectation value of M in the presence of
a small external field, the evaluation using χ(τ) gives results with higher precision.
3.1.4 Specific heat
Thermodynamic quantities can be evaluated from the single-particle Green function. The ex-
pression for the internal energy is obtained from the equation of motion for G(τ, τ ′) in the limit
τ ′ → τ + 0 (see Appendix A.3). The contribution Eimp of the impurity to the internal energy is
given in terms of the impurity t-matrix tα(iϵn) for forward scattering as follows:



















where δ is a positive infinitesimal quantity.
The specific heat C is evaluated from the difference of Eimp at different temperatures. Assume
that the internal energies at temperatures T0 and T1 (T0 < T1) are obtained as E0 and E1,











where ∆E0 and ∆E1 are standard deviations of E0 and E1, respectively. In this derivation,
Gaussian distributions have been assumed. We note that the specific heat computed in eq. (3.15)
includes, in addition to the statistical errors, an error due to the finite differences, which is
proportional to powers of T1 − T0. Hence, in order to obtain a reasonable numerical accuracy,
the statistical errors of the internal energy need to be smaller than E1−E0 when the temperature
difference T1 − T0 is decreased.
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3.1.5 Generalized t-matrix for two-particle Green function
In order to discuss spatial dependences of the two-particle correlations in the DMFT, we need
to evaluate the vertex part describing the effect of the local interaction. To this end, we consider
the generalized susceptibility for conduction electrons defined by










For a given configuration of {τi} and {αi}, the Wick’s theorem is applicable to the four-operator






= Gα(τ2, τ1; {τi})Gα′(τ4, τ3; {τi}) − δαα′Gα(τ4, τ1; {τi})Gα(τ2, τ3; {τi}). (3.18)
This equation can actually be demonstrated with use of the fast-update formula for the four-
operator addition. Performing the Fourier transform defined by eq. (2.14) and taking the Monte
Carlo average, we obtain a formula for χcαα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). Noting eq. (3.8), the generalized
t-matrix Tαα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm), defined in eq. (2.16), is given by
Tαα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) =
⟨
uα(ϵn, ϵn + νm)uα′(ϵn′ + νm, ϵn′)










With use of uα(ϵ1, ϵ2), eq. (3.8) may be rewritten as tα(iϵn) = −⟨uα(ϵn, ϵn)⟩MC. Equation (3.19)
is evaluated for some relevant frequencies.
The generalized t-matrix, given in the frequency domain, can also be expressed in the
imaginary-time domain as in the impurity t-matrix. From eq. (3.19), we obtain










× δ(τ1, τi)δ(τ2, τj)δ(τ3, τl)δ(τ4, τm)
⟩
MC
− tα(τ2 − τ1)tα′(τ4 − τ3), (3.21)
where the δ-function involves the anti-periodicity as in eq. (3.9). Although it is theoretically
possible to measure T in the imaginary-time domain, it is not practical due to its complex
structure. Namely, two discontinuities for each variable in T (τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) make the precise
treatment difficult. However, eq. (3.21) is useful for evaluating each term in eq. (2.17) selectively.
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where the β-periodicity of boson is imposed on δ+(τ, τ ′). The summation is taken for all pairs



















As presented in §3.1.3, the susceptibility can also be evaluated with the measurement of config-
uration of the segments. While eqs. (3.11) and (3.22) give the same results within error bars,
the former is more accurate. As for the transverse susceptibility, eq. (3.23) is the only way of
evaluation.
In the same analogy, it is possible to take the high-frequency limit of Tαα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm).
The high-frequency limit is necessary to evaluate the local spin correlations in the DMFT.
In the limit ϵn → ∞, only terms with δ(τ1 − τ2) remain. Hence, this limit corresponds to
restricting the summation in eq. (3.21) to τi = τj . After the Fourier transform, we obtain
limϵn→∞ Tαα′(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm). In a similar manner, the limit ϵn′ → ∞ is calculated by τl = τm.
3.2 Monte Carlo Procedure
In the CT-QMC method, we evaluate the statistical average of physical quantities by samplings
with respect to the weight Wk in eq. (3.5). The random walk in configuration space must satisfy
the ergodicity and detailed balance conditions.
Updates which change the order of J are required for ergodicity, and updates which shift
one of the operators increase sampling efficiency. In this section, we introduce two different
algorithms for the random walk. The first, which changes the perturbation order by ±1 in each
update, is most efficient. If some coupling constants are 0, however, the sampling may not be
ergodic. For example, when the interaction lacks diagonal elements in the N = 2 model, the
perturbation order must be changed by ±2, because only even powers of J contribute to the
partition sum. In the general case, if only some coupling constants are finite, one needs to
manipulate several operators (up to N) in one update. Which update scheme should be chosen
depends on the model.
3.2.1 Method 1: Manipulation of a segment
A certain configuration of order Jk is represented in terms of {τi} = (τ1, · · · , τk) and {αi} =
(α1, · · · , αk). These variables define the sequence of X-operators
Xαkαk−1(τk) · · ·Xαiαi−1(τi) · · ·Xα1αk(τ1). (3.24)
The corresponding c-operators are given by
(−1)k+1c†αk(τ1)cαk(τk) · · · c
†
αi(τi+1)cαi(τi) · · · c
†
α1(τ2)cα1(τ1). (3.25)
We represent the above configuration by a diagram as shown in Fig. 3.1. The most efficient
update for {τi} and {αi} is the addition or removal of a single element. We consider the process
of adding τ and α, which are randomly chosen in the range [0, β) and from the N components,
respectively. If τ satisfies τn+1 > τ > τn, {τi} and {αi} change into (τ1, · · · , τn, τ, τn+1, · · · , τk)
and (α1, · · · , αn, α, αn+1, · · · , αk), respectively. Then one of the X-operators is altered as
Xαn+1αn(τn+1) → Xαn+1α(τn+1)Xααn(τ), (3.26)













Figure 3.2: Illustration of an insertion of a segment.
which corresponds to the change illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Namely, the segment α is inserted
between αn and αn+1 with shortening of the segment αn. In the corresponding removal process,
we erase one randomly chosen segment.
According to the detailed balance condition, the ratio of the transition probabilities should
be
p(k → k + 1)







The factors N and β are due to the random choices of α and τ , respectively, and k + 1 due to
that in the removal process. Since Wk has the dimension of Jk, Wk+1β/Wk is a dimensionless












where l = τn+1 − τ is the length of the new segment. D(+)α is the matrix with c†α(τn+1)cα(τ)
added to Dα, and D̃αn is the matrix with one of the operators shifted in time according to
c†αn(τn+1) → c
†
αn(τ). The ratio of determinants can be evaluated using fast-update formulae
in Appendix C.1. If α = αn in Fig. 3.2, the change is just an addition of a diagonal element







Here D(+)α is a matrix in which c
†
α(τ)cα(τ + 0) is added to the original one. The equal-time
Green function in D(+)α should be gα(+0) to keep the probability positive. This is verified by
taking the CS limit in the corresponding formula of the Anderson model (see Appendix C.2).
In the case of k = 0, we should average over the local states since all states contribute to the




where ρα is defined by ρα = exp(−βEα)/
∑
α′ exp(−βEα′).











Figure 3.3: Illustration of an addition of an irreducible operator.
The ratios of the weights in eqs. (3.28)–(3.30) change their signs depending on the signs
of the coupling constants. We have confirmed by numerical calculations that the probability
remains positive in the case of antiferro-couplings, i.e., Jαα′ > 0. This is consistent with the
fact that the CS model with antiferro-couplings is derived from the Anderson model, where the
minus sign problem does not appear. We also note that we could consider another process in
which α is inserted between αn−1 and αn. It corresponds to a diagram where α and αn are
exchanged in Fig. 3.2. However, the ergodicity condition can be satisfied without this process.
3.2.2 Method 2: Manipulation of a set of operators
If some coupling constants are zero, the ergodicity may require updates that change the diagrams
by several perturbation orders. At most N operators should be inserted and removed in one
update. To this end, we define irreducible sets of operators, which consist of κ operators with




κ) · · ·Xα′jα′j−1(τ
′
j) · · ·Xα′1α′κ(τ
′
1). (3.31)
We consider a process of insertion and removal of the irreducible operator, which is illustrated
in Fig. 3.3.
To determine an irreducible operator, we begin by randomly choosing κ from 1 to N and
τ ′1 from the range [0, β). If τ
′
1 satisfies τn+1 > τ
′
1 > τn, α
′
κ is fixed as α
′
κ = αn. The remaining
components α′j (1 ≤ j < κ) are determined so as to be different from each other. The imaginary
times τ ′j (1 < j ≤ κ) are randomly chosen from the restricted range (τ ′j−1, τn+1). In the case of
a removal process, we choose one, say αn, from all the segments. If two identical components
appear between the selected segment and the next segment with component αn, the operator
set is not irreducible and hence the update is rejected at this stage. If this is not the case, we
proceed to attempt a removal of the operators.
From the detailed balance condition, we obtain the update probability of the above process
for k ̸= 0 as
p(k → k + κ)













where l(max)j is given by l
(max)
1 = β and l
(max)
j = τn+1 − τ ′j−1 for j > 1. The factor N !/(N − κ)!
is the inverse of the probability that the corresponding irreducible operator is chosen. The ratio








Figure 3.4: Illustration of a shift of an operator.











where lj is the length of the segment α′j . D
(+)
α′j





added, with τ ′κ+1 = τ
′
1. In the case of k = 0, the above procedure is applicable with τn = 0 and
τn+1 = β. One then has to choose α′κ at random, and take the trace over the local states. The













The additional factor N originates in the random choice of α′κ. We note that the factor 1/(k+κ)
in eq. (3.33) is not necessary for k = 0 because no choice is made in the removal process. The
















Updates which keep the perturbation order can change the configuration effectively. We consider
a process of shift of τn which are randomly chosen. A new imaginary-time τ ′n is selected from
the range (τn−1, τn+1). We represent this process in Fig. 3.4.
Since the opposite trial, τ ′n → τn, is selected in the same probability, the transition probability
is determined only from the weights in the partition function. Therefore, if αn ̸= αn−1, the
update probability is given by
p(τn → τ ′n)















and cαn(τn) → cαn(τ ′n), respectively. On the other hand, if αn = αn−1, the factor related to the
energy of the localized electron vanishes, and eq. (3.36) is reduced to
p(τn → τ ′n)
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3.3 The Kondo Model
When we deal with S = 1/2 systems without orbital degeneracy, the Kondo model is more
favorable than the CS model, because of the particle-hole symmetry in the former. The algorithm
for the CS model is applicable to the Kondo model after some modifications.






kσckσ + JS · σc, (3.38)
where σc is the Pauli matrix for conduction electrons. The Hamiltonian is rewritten in terms of















where v = −J/2. Therefore the algorithm for the CS model is applicable by including the
potential scattering term into H0.
We introduce the Green function including the potential scattering, g̃(z), which is a scalar





In the simulation of the CS model, g(z) is replaced by g̃(z). Within the CT-QMC, the impurity
t-matrix tJ(z) is computed with respect to g̃(z). To obtain the t-matrix t(z) of the Kondo model,
eq. (3.38), the contribution of the potential scattering should be subtracted from g̃(z). The full
Green function G(z) can be expressed as
G = g̃ + g̃tJ g̃ = g + gtg. (3.41)








where the first term is the t-matrix due to the potential scattering. Concerning the two-particle
correlation function, no modification is required, because it does not depend on the selection of
the basis set in the perturbation expansion.
Chapter 4
Numerical Results for the Impurity
Problem
We apply our algorithm presented in the previous chapter to a model with SU(N) symmetry.
In this case, both types of updates introduced in §3.2 are possible. We have confirmed that the
results of the two methods agree within error bars. Therefore we use the more efficient rank one
updates for the rest of the calculations.
In this chapter, we use a constant density of states for the conduction electrons
− 1
π
Imgα(ϵ + iδ) = ρ0 θ(D − |ϵ|), (4.1)
where θ(ϵ) is a step function and ρ0 = 1/2D. By using eq. (4.1), we can compare numerical
results with the Fermi liquid theory and exact solutions. In the Matsubara formalism, the Green




k(iϵn) = −(ϵ2n + D2)−1.
We choose the unit D = 1 in this chapter. The standard deviations in the MC ensembles are
evaluated from 20 averages. In MC simulations, we have observed negative weight configurations
at temperatures lower than the Kondo temperature. However, they appear only at the rate of
about one in 107 updates, and may be due to rounding errors.
4.1 Imaginary-Time Data and Static Quantities
In the following, we show numerical results for physical quantities without analytic continuation,
such as the static susceptibility and the specific heat. These results are, within error bars, exact.
Spectral function in real frequencies will be shown in the next section.
4.1.1 N = 1: Potential scattering
The Hamiltonian, eq. (3.3), is trivially solvable when N = 1, which corresponds to potential
scattering. The exact t-matrix for the potential scattering is given by the first term on the right-
hand side of eq. (3.42) with v = J , which takes into account an infinite sequence of scattering
events. We apply our algorithm to the potential scattering to compare with the exact solution,
prior to applications to N > 1. Figure 4.1(a) shows the probability of appearance of perturbation
terms of order Jk in the Monte Carlo simulations. Although the exact results include infinite
series of scattering, only terms of finite order of J are significant in Monte Carlo simulations.
The center of the distribution increases as J increases. Results for the t-matrix in the Monte
Carlo ensemble average are shown in Fig. 4.1(b) together with the analytical result. The term
t(1) given by eq. (3.10) is subtracted in this figure. The exact results are completely reproduced,
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Figure 4.1: (a) Probability distribution P (k) for terms of order Jk, and (b) t-matrix t(iϵn) for
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τ / β
Figure 4.2: Dynamical susceptibility χ(τ) in the imaginary-time domain for N = 8 and J =
0.075.
which demonstrates the convergence of the perturbation series, and shows that sampling finite
perturbation orders is sufficient.
4.1.2 N = 8: Large-N case
The present algorithm can handle arbitrary N . We first take N = 8 and give exemplary results
of static quantities as well as raw data in the imaginary-time domain. Figure 4.2 shows the
dynamical susceptibility χ(τ) for several values of T . We have plotted with lines because the
intervals between data points are fine enough, and the associated errors are negligible. It turns
out that the reduction of the correlation, which starts at χ(τ = 0) = 1, becomes more rapid for
lower temperatures. This implies Kondo screening at low temperatures. The inset shows χ(τ)
against τ/β. At T = 0.001, the correlation almost disappears at τ = β/2, while correlations
remain for T = 0.005. This indicates complete screening of the local moment at T = 0.001.
The static susceptibility χ(ω = 0) can be evaluated by integrating χ(τ). Figure 4.3 shows
the temperature dependence of the static susceptibility for several values of J for N = 8.


























Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of the static susceptibility χ for N = 8 and several values
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τ / β
Figure 4.4: The impurity t-matrix tα(τ) in the imaginary-time domain for N = 8 and J = 0.075.
For comparison, we plot results computed in the non-crossing approximation (NCA), which
incorporates terms up to the next-leading order in the 1/N expansion by integral equations
[67, 68]. The CT-QMC results are in excellent agreement with the NCA at high temperatures.
On the other hand, deviations are visible at lower temperatures. This is due to the inaccuracies
of the NCA at low temperatures and low frequencies [69]. We have confirmed in fact that the
incorrect upturn appears in the NCA results for smaller N , where the accuracy of the 1/N
expansion diminishes. On the other hand, the CT-QMC produces proper values of the static
susceptibility at all temperatures.
We next show results for the impurity t-matrix. Figure 4.4 shows the t-matrix t(τ) in the
imaginary-time domain for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.2. Statistical errors are so small that
we have plotted with lines as in the case of χ(τ). As temperature decreases, −t(τ) increases.
Correspondingly, the discontinuity at the boundary t(−0) − t(+0) increases as temperature
decreases. Since the discontinuity is given by −π−1
∫
Imt(ω)dω, the increase indicates enhanced
scattering due to the impurity. This corresponds to the formation of the Kondo singlet.





































Figure 4.5: Temperature dependence of the internal energy E(T ) and the specific heat C(T ) for
N = 8 and J = 0.075. The dashed line is the result computed in the NCA.
The impurity t-matrix with imaginary frequency describes thermodynamic quantities as
shown in eq. (3.14). The temperature dependence of the internal energy E(T ) is shown in
Fig. 4.5(a). The statistical errors are invisible in this figure. The data give the specific heat
C(T ) via eq. (3.15). Figure 4.5(b) shows the temperature dependence of C(T ) plotted together
with results from the NCA [70]. Statistical errors become larger at smaller temperatures due
to the small mesh of temperatures. The CT-QMC agrees with the NCA within error bars, and
reproduces a peak due to the Kondo effect.
4.1.3 Comparison between different N
So far we have presented imaginary-time data and static quantities for N = 8. Next we examine
different values of N . Coupling constants are chosen so as to fix NJ to yield almost equal
values of the Kondo temperature. We define the Kondo temperature TK by means of the static
susceptibility χ by TK = CN/χ at low enough temperature. Table 4.1 shows χ at T = 0.001 and
calculated values of TK for N = 2, 4, 6 and 8. For all N , TK is less than 1/30 of D, and therefore
can be considered small compared to D. Figure 4.6 shows probabilities P (kα) of appearance of
Table 4.1: The static susceptibility χ and the Kondo temperatures TK estimated by TK = CN/χ
at T = 0.001. Values in bracket are the standard deviations.
N J χ(T = 0.001)/CN TK
2 0.300 30.95 (0.24) 0.0323 (0.0002)
4 0.150 31.67 (0.14) 0.0316 (0.0001)
6 0.100 31.03 (0.11) 0.0322 (0.0001)
8 0.075 30.53 (0.10) 0.0328 (0.0001)
kα for different N at T = 0.001. The size of the matrix Dα is equal to kα. It turns out that
the peak of P (kα) shifts to higher values of kα for smaller N . This is because the power of J is
divided into N components, resulting in the decrease of kα. Consequently, a larger value of N
reduces the computational burden, and makes it possible to reach temperatures much lower than
TK. We note that, since the present scheme does not use the SU(N) symmetry, this favorable
feature is preserved in less symmetric cases.
For static quantities, exact solutions have been obtained based on the Bethe ansatz [71].































































Figure 4.7: Temperature dependence of (a) the static susceptibility and (b) the specific heat for
N = 2, 4, 6 and 8. Parameters and TK are listed in Table 4.1. Dashed lines are the Bethe ansatz
solution [71].
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Temperature dependences of all physical quantities are given through a single energy scale.
Hence we can compare our results with the exact solutions, using the TK determined above.
We note that the characteristic energy T0 in ref. 71 relates to our Kondo temperature TK
by TK = 2πT0/N . Figure 4.7(a) shows the static susceptibility as a function of T/TK for
the parameters listed in Table. 4.1. Dashed lines are the Bethe ansatz solutions for N = 2
and 8. Comparison between our results and the exact solution reveals that TK determined
by TK = CN/χ systematically deviates from the exact results. This is ascribed to the finite
cutoff of the conduction band in our model, which is shown to enhance the static susceptibility.
Consequently, TK determined by χ tends to be smaller than the Bethe ansatz value. The effect of
the finite band width will be discussed in detail later. Temperature dependences of the specific
heat are shown in Fig. 4.7(b). Large peaks around T/TK ∼ 0.3 are due to the Kondo effect, while
small peaks at about T/TK ∼ 10 originate from the cutoff of the conduction band. We recognize
systematic deviations between our results and the Bethe ansatz solutions, corresponding to
those found in the static susceptibility. However, the overall behavior agrees well if we scale
temperature independently of the static susceptibility.
4.1.4 The Kondo model
We can deal with the Kondo model in the way presented in §3.3. In applying our algorithm
for the CS model to the Kondo model, we use unperturbed Green functions without particle-
hole symmetry, although the original model is particle-hole symmetric. Therefore it is a strict
check of our algorithm whether the particle-hole symmetry is recovered after solving the CS
interactions. Figure 4.8 shows the t-matrix t(iϵn) for J = 0.3 and T = 0.001. For comparison,
a result for the CS model is plotted for the same coupling constant and temperature. In the
imaginary-time representations, Re tα(iϵn) = 0 indicates symmetry with respect to particle-hole
excitations. We see that the result for the Kondo model keeps the particle-hole symmetry, while





















Figure 4.8: t-matrix t(iϵn) of the Kondo model and the CS model for J = 0.3 and T = 0.001.
4.2 Dynamical Quantities with Analytic Continuation
We proceed to spectral functions in real frequencies. To perform analytic continuations, we
employ two kinds of conventional methods: the Padé approximation [72] and the maximum en-
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tropy method (MEM) [73] (see Appendix D for detail). The Padé approximation fits data at the
Matsubara frequencies in the upper-half plane with use of a rational function, and extrapolates
onto the real axis. Since the Fourier transform drives away noises in imaginary-time data to
high frequencies, reasonable accuracy is expected at low frequencies. However the extrapolation
is sensitive to statistical and numerical errors, especially at high energies which are far from the
imaginary axis. If the data include significant errors, the Padé approximation does not work
in general. In this case, the statistical errors can be taken into account by the MEM. The
MEM derives spectral functions from data in the imaginary-time representation without Fourier
transformation. In this section, we will show results by the Padé approximation, since our data
have been obtained with sufficient accuracy.
4.2.1 Impurity t-matrix
Figure 4.9 shows −Imt(ω) computed from the Padé approximation at T = 0.001 for the param-
eters listed in Table 4.1. We plot N components separately to check the accuracy of the analytic
continuations. We find an excellent agreement between all components around the Fermi level,
while at higher energies the spectra show some differences. The extent of the deviations can
be regarded as a measure of the error in the approximation. For comparison, we plot results
computed using the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [74, 75] at T = 0 for N = 2, and
results from the NCA for N = 6 and 8. It turns out that for all N the overall shapes obtained
by the different methods are in good agreement. Results for the Kondo model are shown in
Fig. 4.10. In computing the spectrum, we have set the real part of t(iϵn) to 0 neglecting tiny
statistical errors. We have confirmed that the spectral function is symmetic with respect to
ω = 0 and agrees with the result from NRG.
At T = 0 the Friedel sum rule relates the t-matrix at the Fermi level with the occupation
number of the local state. For the constant density of states represented in eq. (4.1), −Imtα(0+iδ)
is given by [34]




where nα = ⟨Xαα⟩ is the mean occupation of the state α. The exact values of −Imt(0 + iδ)
have been marked in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. We remark that our results computed in the Padé
approximation agree with the Friedel sum rule for all N . We conclude that analytic continuation
by the Padé approximation works for the CT-QMC data. In the case where there is an energy
gap or several excitations in the spectrum, however, the Padé approximation may not provide
this level of accuracy.
4.2.2 Dynamical susceptibility
We next present spectra of two-particle response functions. Figure 4.11 shows Imχ(ω + iδ)/ω
computed in the Padé approximation for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.9. Since a comparison
between N components, which is made in Fig. 4.9, is not available in this case, we have confirmed
reproducibility of the spectra between different Monte Carlo ensembles. Spectra for N = 2 are
almost Lorentzian for all plotted temperatures, while for N ≥ 4 a peak appears at a finite energy
at low temperatures. This is consistent with the t-matrix in Fig. 4.9, where the Kondo resonance
shifts to higher energy with increasing N . We also plot, for reference, results computed in the
NCA for N = 6 and 8. In Figs. 4.11(c) and (d), we can see excellent agreement between two
results at T = 0.01, which is of the order of TK. At lower temperatures, on the other hand, both
results do not agree around ω = 0 due to the unphysical peak of the NCA [69].
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Figure 4.9: The t-matrix −Imt(ω + iδ) computed in the Padé approximation at T = 0.001 and
comparison with the NRG (N = 2) and the NCA (N = 6 and 8). Parameters are listed in

















NRG (T = 0)
Figure 4.10: The t-matrix −Imt(ω+iδ) of the Kondo model computed in the Padé approximation.
Parameters are J = 0.3 and T = 0.001. The dashed line is the NRG result at T = 0.
























































































Figure 4.11: Imχ(ω)/ω for several temperatures. Parameters are listed in Table 4.1. Marks
at ω = 0 indicate values deduced from the Korringa-Shiba relation, eq. (4.3), with a = 1 and
χ(T = 0.001). For N = 6 and 8, results from the NCA are plotted by a dashed line.















Figure 4.12: The parameter a in eq. (4.3) as a function of NJρ0 for N = 2 and 8.
In the Fermi liquid regime, the Korringa-Shiba relation (KSR) connects the imaginary part
of the dynamical susceptibility with the static ones [34,76]. It has been proven for the orbitally
degenerate Anderson model in the wide band limit. In models with finite band width, however,
the static susceptibility is enhanced and does not satisfy the KSR. This is due to the fact that the
cutoff of the conduction band enhances the static susceptibility over the universal value, while
it does not affect the low-energy imaginary part. Appendix E.2 demonstrates the deviation for
the non-interacting Anderson model. To account for deviations from the wide band limit, we











Here a = 1 corresponds to the KSR, but a is greater than unity in the case of finite band
width. We have marked, in Fig. 4.11, values of Imχ(ω +iδ)/ω|ω=0 deduced from χ at T = 0.001
and a = 1 in eq. (4.3). Comparing with spectra at T = 0.001, we observe large deviations for
small N . For N = 2, χ with a = 1 leads to about 50% deviation from the actual value of
Imχ(ω + iδ)/ω|ω=0. Since the width of the Kondo resonance is not negligible as compared with
D especially for N = 2, as shown in Fig. 4.9, the effect of the finite cutoff cannot be neglected.
To demonstrate the validity of the KSR in the wide band limit, or equivalently, in the weak
coupling limit, we plot the parameter a against NJρ0 in Fig. 4.12. In this figure, error bars
have been estimated from the statistical errors of χ. We note that the errors actually come from
inaccuracies of Imχ(ω + iδ) as well due to the analytic continuation. For N = 8, the parameter
a deviates from unity only by about 5%. For N = 2, on the other hand, a varies linearly with
NJρ0. The deviation from unity is almost proportional to NJρ0 in the range of our Monte
Carlo simulations. Consequently, in order to satisty the KSR, NJρ0 should be much smaller
than unity for N = 2.
Chapter 5
Numerical Results for the Kondo
Lattice Model
It has been demonstrated, in the previous chapter, that the CT-QMC accurately produces
static and dynamical quantities of the impurity CS and Kondo model. Combined with the
DMFT, we examine the infinite-dimensional Kondo lattice model in this chapter. We shall
reveal instabilities of the paramagnetic state against the magnetic ordering as well as the charge
density wave on certain conditions.
We employ the tight-binding energy dispersion of the infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice
introduced in §2.2.3. The complete nesting property at the half filling is expected to give rise
to an ordering state of the vector Q = (π, · · · , π). We choose the unit D = 1 in the Gaussian
density of states, eq. (2.57). Once the energy dispersion is given, properties of the Kondo lattice
model is controlled by two parameters: the coupling constant J and number of conduction
electrons per site nc.
The first section is devoted to the static properties to clarify the possible symmetry breaking
in the Kondo lattice model. A resultant ground-state phase diagram will be presented for
arbitrary values of nc and a finite range of J . Dynamical properties of the paramagnetic states
are examined in the following section.
5.1 Static Properties in the Hyper-Cubic Lattice
5.1.1 Structure of the generalized t-matrix
We begin by showing a typical example of some quantities leading to the q-dependent static
susceptibilities. In the effective impurity problem, we evaluate the static component of the
generalized t-matrix of each channel γ, T γloc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; 0). Figure 5.1 shows the magnetic channel
T magloc (iϵn, iϵn′ ; 0) for J = 0.3 and T = 0.02 at half filling. We plot only the range n
′ ≥ 0, since we
have the symmetrical relation T γloc(−iϵn,−iϵn′ ; 0) = T
γ
loc(iϵn, iϵn′ ; 0)
∗. The frequencies are ranged
up to 40 to grasp the whole structure of the function. However, as shown later, much fewer
elements are sufficient for the evaluation of χfq. We notice, in Fig. 5.1, distinct structures around
the diagonal, n = n′, and the zero frequencies, n = 0 or n′ = 0. They are related to the terms
with the δ-function in eq. (2.17), which do not disappear even in the high-frequency limit. The
frequencies can be exactly taken to infinity in the CT-QMC. Figure 5.3 shows Tloc(iϵn,−i∞; 0)
for the same parameters as above. While the function has some structure around n = 0, at
high frequencies we confirm a convergence to Tχfloc, which is provided in eq. (2.19). On the
other hand, the charge channel T chgloc (iϵn, iϵn′ ; 0) converges to zero at high frequencies, except for
around the diagonal, n = n′. This high-frequency behavior follows from the fact that there is
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Figure 5.1: T magloc (iϵn, iϵn′ ; 0) for J = 0.3 and T = 0.02.
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Figure 5.3: Tloc(iϵn,−i∞; 0) for J = 0.3 and T = 0.02.




































































Figure 5.5: Local, uniform and staggered components of Πq(iϵn; 0) for J = 0.3 and T = 0.02.
no charge degree of freedom in the localized electrons in the Kondo lattice model.
In order to derive q-dependence of the generalized t-matrix in eq. (2.47), we need the lowest
order quantities without the local vertex. Figure 5.4 shows T 0loc(iϵn; 0), T 0q=0(iϵn; 0) and T 0Q(iϵn; 0)
defined in eqs. (2.46) and (2.48). The evaluation involves the t-matrix in eqs. (2.30) and (2.32),
and Πq(iϵn; 0) defined in eq. (2.60). The imaginary part of Πq(iϵn; 0) is zero due to the symmetry
at νm = 0, and the real part is shown in Fig. 5.5. From Fig. 5.4, the lowest order functions
turn out to be identical apart from low frequencies. Hence the difference of their inverses,
Pq = T 0loc(iϵn; 0)−1 −T 0q (iϵn; 0)−1, vanishes rapidly with increasing n. This feature of Pq ensures
an efficient and precise evaluation of the infinite-size matrix equation, eq. (2.47). Only the
low-frequency part such that Pq has a finite value is to be provided to obtain the dynamical
susceptibility of the local moments (see Appendix C.3 for detail). This idea is also applicable
to evaluations of the conduction-electron susceptibility from Πq(iϵn; 0).
5.1.2 Properties at half filling





J = 0.4, together with that in the single-impurity system, χ(imp)loc . The local component χ
f
loc takes
a maximum at about T = 0.15. This temperature dependence is contrastive to χ(imp)loc , which



























































































Figure 5.6: Temperature dependences of the local, uniform and staggered components of the




Q, in (a) and (c), and the suscep-




Q with γ = mag, chg, in (b) and (d). The
parameters are chosen as J = 0.4 in (a) and (b), and J = 0.3 in (c) and (d).
monotonously increases with decreasing temperature. Compared to the local susceptibility,
the staggered component is largely enhanced while the uniform one is suppressed. The large
antiferromagnetic fluctuation is ascribed to the nesting of the Fermi surface. We show the
magnetic and charge susceptibility of the conduction electrons in Fig. 5.6(b). While the magnetic
channel almost follows the localized moment in the spatial dependences, the charge channel
diminishes at low temperatures. The uniform charge fluctuation χc,chgq=0 eventually vanishes to
indicate the Kondo insulator. The temperature dependence of χc,chgq=0 displays the formation of
the energy gap. For smaller coupling constant, J = 0.3, the characteristic energy lowers with
an enhancement of the antiferromagnetic fluctuation as shown in Fig. 5.6(c) and (d). While the
antiferromagnetic fluctuation is large, the ground state is identified to be non-magnetic in these
parameter regime. The local correlation accordingly dominates the spatial correlations.
For more weak coupling, the Kondo ground state may become unstable against the RKKY
interaction. Figure 5.7(a) shows temperature dependence of inverses susceptibilities of the local
moments for J = 0.2 at T ≤ 0.2. We can recognize a divergence of the staggered magnetic
susceptibility at about TAF ≃ 0.03, indicating the antiferromagnetic transition. We note that,
since these calculations suppose the paramagnetic effective medium at all temperatures, the
negative susceptibility has been obtained below the transition temperature. In the present
formalism base on the DMFT, the anomaly in the susceptibility have no influence on the self-
consistency of the effective medium. Near the transition temperature, the antiferromagnetic








































Figure 5.7: Temperature dependences of inverses of the static susceptibilities for J = 0.2.
susceptibility turns out to follow the Curie-Weiss law, χfQ(T )/CN ∝ (T − TAF)−1. This scaling
behavior originates in the mean-field treatment of the intersite interaction in the DMFT, which
the infinite dimensions justifies. The same critical exponent has been reported in the infinite-
dimensional Hubbard model [55]. The proportionality factor is about 0.7, which demonstrates a
reduction of the local moment due to the Kondo effect. Figure 5.7(b) shows the corresponding
conduction-electron susceptibilities. The staggered component of the magnetic channel diverges
at TAF following the fluctuation of the local moments. The charge fluctuations remain finite
unlike the strong-coupling regime.
To see the change in the transition temperature depending on J , we turn our attention to
the staggered component χfQ. For weak-coupling regime such that J ≤ 0.2 in Fig. 5.8(a), the
transition temperature TAF monotonously increases with J . The gradient of 1/χ
f
Q indicates
reduction of the moment. The additional factor of the Curie constant changes from about 0.9 at
J = 0.05 to about 0.7 at J = 0.20. As the coupling becomes stronger than 0.2, the susceptibility
deviates from the Curie-Weiss law and tends to saturate. Following the saturation of χfQ, the
transition temperature turns to decrease, and at J = 0.27 we cannot see the divergence at finite
temperatures.
We summarize the foregoing results on the antiferromagnetic instabilities at half filling. Fig-
ure 5.9(a) shows the antiferromagnetic transition temperature TAF as a function of J . For com-
parison, we show the transition temperature T (MF)AF evaluated in the mean-field theory, eq. (1.21).
At weak coupling of J = 0.05, the mean-field theory turns out to reproduce the DMFT quan-
titatively. This follows from the fact that the DMFT deals with the intersite interactions as
the mean field. As J increases, the transition temperature in the DMFT falls below the mean
field owing to the development of the local correlation, which screens the moment from the
surroundings. The maximum of TAF is found to be about 0.03 at J ≃ 0.22. After taking the
maximum, TAF rapidly drops above J ≃ 0.25 and eventually vanishes at J = 0.27.
Following Doniach [38], we estimate the critical value of the coupling constant by comparing
the both energy scale. We invoke the single-impurity system to evaluate the Kondo temperature










which is derived by means of the scaling theory [34]. While this expression is actually derived in
the constant density of states, we expect that eq. (5.1) still holds in this case with the Gaussian









































Figure 5.8: Temperature dependences of the inverse staggered susceptibility of localized mo-































Figure 5.9: Antiferromagnetic transition temperature TAF as a function of J at half filling.
T
(MF)





are the Kondo temperature determined from the low-temperature static susceptibility in the
single-impurity system and from the formula in the scaling theory, eq. (5.1), respectively.






















Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of the inverse staggered susceptibility of localized mo-
ments, 1/χfQ, for J = 0.2 near half filling.
density of states since only the states around the Fermi level are relevant to form the Kondo
singlet. The Kondo temperature is plotted in Fig. 5.9(b) together with the mean-field transition






K between J = 0.25
and J = 0.30. Hence we can conclude that comparison of the both energy scale reproduces
the critical coupling constant. These numerical results support the Doniach’s picture for the
competition between the Kondo singlet and the magnetic ordering due to the RKKY interaction.
5.1.3 Antiferromagnetism near half filling
We have so far examined the half filling case nc = 1, and have observed two phases: the
antiferromagnetism and the Kondo insulators. We next examine filling-dependence on the two
phases. We expect reduction of the antiferromagnetic fluctuation, and crossover to the metallic
state from the Kondo insulator. Because of the particle-hole symmetry of the Kondo coupling,
nc and 2−nc are essentially identical. Henceforth, we definitely investigate lower-carrier regime.
We first examine the antiferromagnetic phase. Figure 5.10 shows temperature dependences
of the inverse of the staggered susceptibility for several values of nc near half filling. The
doping to the half-filled band turns out to suppress the antiferromagnetic fluctuation. This is
due to the change of the Fermi surface structure from the nesting condition. At nc = 0.88, the
antiferromagnetic transition disappears and turn to the paramagnetic ground state. In the same
procedure as in the half filling, we obtain an antiferromagnetic phase diagram near half filling
in Fig. 5.11. The phase boundaries seem to be almost scaled. At nc = 0.80, we have observed
no transition down to T = 0.005.
We turn our attention to the Kondo insulating regime. Figure 5.12 shows filling dependences
of the uniform charge susceptibility, χc,chgq=0 , for J = 0.4. The charge susceptibility turns out to be
sensitive to the doping. Figure 5.12 demonstrates that only the 4% doping drastically changes
the low-temperature behavior.
5.1.4 Properties at quarter filling
It has been shown for the half filling that the nesting of the Fermi surface plays an important role
in giving rise to antiferromagnetic instabilities at the vector Q = (π, · · · , π). We next examine a












































Figure 5.12: Temperature dependence of the uniform charge susceptibility χc,chgq=0 of conduction
electrons for J = 0.4 near half filling.
quarter filling nc = 0.5, where the conduction electrons do not have the nesting properties. The
polarization function Π0q(0) in Fig. 2.9(b) actually shows a reduction at around the staggered
component. Instead, Π0q(0) exhibits a flat structure at wide range of q other than Q. The RKKY
interaction accordingly favors the ferromagnetic ordering rather than the antiferromagnetism at
quarter filling.
Figure 5.13(a) shows inverses of the magnetic susceptibilities of localized electrons at J = 0.3
and nc = 0.5. The local susceptibility in the periodic model turns out to follow the Curie-Weiss
law, while in the impurity system it saturates owing to the Kondo screening. This follows from
the fact that the local moment necessarily remains at low temperatures in the periodic model if
nc ̸= 1, since the number of conduction electrons is not enough to screen all the moments. The
residual moments have a ferromagnetic intersite correlation as shown in Fig. 5.13(a), while the
antiferromagnetic component is suppressed. An extrapolation reveals that the divergence of the
ferromagnetic fluctuation takes place at the temperature of order 10−3. The possibility of the
ferromagnetism will be examined in detail later.
We show corresponding conduction-electron susceptibilities in Fig. 5.13(b). We notice that




































































































Figure 5.13: Temperature dependences of the inverse static susceptibilities at quarter filling for
J = 0.3 in (a) and (b), and J = 0.6 in (c) and (d).
the staggered component of the charge susceptibility χc,chgQ diverges at about T ≃ 0.014 to
indicate ordering into the charge-density wave (CDW) state. Concerning the magnetic channel,
the uniform component is favored following the corresponding fluctuation of the local moments.
For stronger coupling constant, J = 0.6, the increase of the CDW fluctuation is suppressed at
low temperatures as shown in Fig. 5.13(c). On the other hand, the ferromagnetic fluctuation
remains toward divergence.
We examine the parameter region of the CDW instability to explore its origin. We first
vary J with keeping the filling. Figure 5.14 shows 1/χc,chgQ as a function of temperature in
logarithmic scale. As J decreases, the transition temperature decreases, and for J < 0.18 no
divergence is found down to T = 0.005. However, we cannot conclude from Fig. 5.14(a) that
the CDW ordering does not occur at these parameters, since the energy scale seems to decrease
exponentially against J . On the other hand, a boundary on the strong-coupling side exists as
is clear from Fig. 5.14(b). The susceptibility tends to saturate with increasing J . The CDW
transition temperature TCDW is plotted in Fig. 5.15. The maximum of TCDW is about 0.016 at
around J = 0.36. The CDW transition is completely suppressed at J ≥ 0.47.
We next shift from the quarter filling. Figure 5.16 shows 1/χc,chgQ at J = 0.3 for various
filling around nc = 0.5. The transition temperature turns out to drop upon deviations from
the quarter filling on either side. This result seems to be reasonable since the quarter filling is
favorable for the CDW state at q = Q, where the conduction electrons tend to align at alternate
sites. The mechanism of the CDW instability will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 with the
aid of the strong-coupling expansion.













































Figure 5.14: Temperature dependence of inverses of the staggered charge susceptibilities χc,chgQ
















Figure 5.15: The CDW (q = Q) transition temperature TCDW as a function of J for the quarter
filling nc = 0.5.























Figure 5.16: The filling dependence around the quarter filling of the inverse of the staggered


















J = 0.4, nc = 0.2 lattice
impurity
Figure 5.17: Temperature dependence of the local susceptibilities χfloc for the periodic and the
single-impurity model for J = 0.4 in the low-carrier-density regime, nc = 0.2.
5.1.5 Ferromagnetism at low carrier densities
In the mean-field picture, the RKKY interaction favors the ferromagnetic fluctuation away from
the half filling, according to the polarization function Π0q in Fig. 2.9(b). We have actually found
the enhancement of the ferromagnetic susceptibility at the quarter filling, but no divergence
has been observed at T ≥ 0.01. Here we survey low-carrier-density regime to demonstrate
appearance of the ferromagnetic ordering.
We begin by comparing the local susceptibilities in the single-impurity and the periodic
systems. At low-carrier-density regime, by definition, the number of conduction electrons are
less than the number of local spins. Therefore, in the periodic model, it is impossible to screen
all the moment even in the strong coupling limit J = ∞. If, however, there exists only a single
impurity, conduction electrons can always screen the local moment by gathering at the point.
Actually, it is demonstrated in Fig. 5.17 that the local moments in the periodic model remain
even at low temperatures where the moment is completely screened in the single impurity.
Difference between the periodic and the single-impurity system in the low-carrier regime can












J = 0.4, nc = 0.2 T = 0.01
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Figure 5.18: Probability distributions P (kσ) of the perturbation order kσ in the CT-QMC for

























































for J = 0.4 and nc = 0.2.
also be seen in the perturbation order relevant in the CT-QMC. Figure 5.18 shows probability
distributions P (kσ) of the appearance of the perturbation order kσ for the spin σ measured
through the random walk in the CT-QMC. The distribution consists of two peaks centered
at different values of kσ. One peak shifts to higher order with decreasing temperature, while
another remains around kσ = 0. The two-peak structure is in stark contrast to the single-
impurity model in Fig. 4.6, where the Kondo coupling makes an appearance as a sole peak.
We therefore deduce that there exist two distinct effects at the low-carrier regime. Namely, the
higher peak is considered to indicate the Kondo screening, while the lower exhibits the RKKY
interaction.
Figure 5.19(a) shows temperature dependences of the inverse of the susceptibilities for J =
0.4 and nc = 0.2. It turns out that the susceptibilities follow the Curie-Weiss law at the whole
temperature range. This indicates an existence of the almost free moment, as mentioned above.
As expected from the behavior of Π0q(0) in Fig. 2.9(b), the uniform component is larger than the
staggered one. The uniform susceptibility eventually diverges at a finite temperature, indicating
the ferromagnetic transition. We note that the effective medium is assumed to be paramagnetic
in these calculations. If the polarization is permitted for the effective medium, the spontaneous




























Figure 5.20: Temperature dependence of inverses of the uniform susceptibility χfq=0 for J = 0.4

































Figure 5.21: Ferromagnetic transition temperature TF (a) as a function of nc for J = 0.3, 0.4
and 0.5, and (b) as a function J for nc = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6.
magnetization appears. The conduction-electron susceptibility χc for the same parameters is
shown in Fig. 5.19(b). The ferromagnetic component diverges following the local moment.
We examine the filling-dependence of the ferromagnetic transition temperature at low carrier
densities. Figure 5.20 shows inverses of the uniform susceptibility for various values of nc up to
0.68. We can clearly see suppression of the ferromagnetic correlation with increasing carriers.
We estimate the ferromagnetic transition temperatures TF by linearly extrapolating the data at
T = 0.005 and 0.010 according to the Curie-Weiss law. At the low-carrier-density regime, such
an extrapolation is expected to be applicable reasonably. Figure 5.21(a) shows TF as a function
of nc for J = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. As nc increases, the transition temperature decreases to turn to
negative values. For J = 0.4, the ferromagnetic transition disappears at about nc = 0.64.
Figure 5.21(b) shows the transition temperature TF as a function of J at nc = 0.2, 0.4
and 0.6. After taking a maximum, TF decreases against J gradually, in contrast with the
antiferromagnetic case in Figs. 5.9 and 5.11. At nc = 0.2, we could not find disappearance of
the ferromagnetism up to J = 0.13. If we compare TK in eq. (5.1) and T
(MF)
F in eq. (1.21),
we obtain the critical coupling constant as J ≃ 0.6 for nc = 0.2. It implies that the Doniach’s
















Figure 5.22: The ground-state phase diagram of the infinite-dimensional Kondo lattice model
with the hyper-cubic lattice. The dashed lines indicate uncertain boundaries.
picture does not holds in the low-carrier-density regime, since the electron number is insufficient
to screen all the local moments.
5.1.6 Ground-state phase diagram
We summarize the magnetic properties of the Kondo lattice model in infinite dimensions. Fig-
ure 5.22 shows a ground-state phase diagram against J/D and nc. The boundaries are deter-
mined through scanning the inverse susceptibilities with varying either J or nc, as in Figs. 5.8,
5.14, 5.16 and 5.20. The accompanying error bars indicate the varied parameter.
Near the half filling, the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases divide into weak- and
strong-coupling regime. The boundary agrees with the determination by the energy scales of the
RKKY interaction and the Kondo effect to demonstrate the Doniach’s picture. As for the half
filling, the ground state is insulators, as revealed by the uniform charge susceptibility in Fig. 5.6.
The energy gap will be examined from the single-particle and magnetic excitation spectrum in
the next section.
In the antiferromagnetic phase at J . 0.27, changing the period of the translational invari-
ance makes the Brillouin zone half volume. The zone boundary, as a result, lies around the
Fermi surface, and gives rise to an energy gap. On the other hand, the non-magnetic regime
at J & 0.27 has been shown to be the Kondo insulator. Consequently, the ground state at half
filling is insulator regardless of the coupling constant J . The mechanism of the energy gap,
however, differs between high- and low-J regimes.
The ferromagnetic phase spreads on the low-carrier-density regime of nc . 0.6. As for the
weak-coupling regime, it is naturally understood from the RKKY interaction. The polarization
function takes a lager value at q = 0 than q = Q as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). It is noteworthy that
the ferromagnetic phase exists beyond the critical coupling estimated by comparison between
the mean-field transition temperature and the Kondo temperature of the single-site theory.
This follows from the fact that all the local moments cannot be screened by fewer number of
conduction electrons even at the strong-coupling limit. Our results imply that the effective
interaction between the remained moments is ferromagnetic. We could not find a boundary to
the paramagnetic phase up to J = 0.13 at nc = 0.2.
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The CDW state of the vector q = Q arises around the quarter filling nc = 0.5 with a range
of about ±0.06. We could not determine the boundary on the weak-coupling side because of
the exponentially decreasing transition temperature, so that it is represented by the dashed line.
Since the CDW state leaves the entropy of some (likely half number of) localized moments, the
magnetic ordering is expected at temperatures lower than the CDW transition. The magnetic
susceptibilities at temperatures higher than the CDW ordering show a tendency toward the
ferromagnetism. In fact, the CDW phase is surrounded by the ferromagnetic phase. Therefore,
it is most probable that the CDW state coexists with the ferromagnetism in the ground state.
For the couplings weaker than J ≃ 0.14, the energy scale of the charge fluctuation is smaller
than that of the ferromagnetism. Hence, the CDW ordering is thought not to occur at the
weak-coupling regime.
Around nc = 0.8, no divergence of the susceptibilities has been observed for any J down to
0.1. However, it is incredible that the Kondo singlet inhibits the RKKY interaction even in the
weak-coupling regime, since the Kondo temperature exponentially diminishes with J/D. Hence,
it is highly probable that instabilities actually take places at vectors other than q = 0 and Q.
The polarization function Π0q(0) of free electrons in fact has a maximum between q = 0 and Q
as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). For nc = 0.6 and 0.8, the peak is located close to q = Q. Hence we
reasonably expect the helical order, that is, antiferromagnetism of the commensurate vector q
other than Q. The ordering vector q can change successively, so that the boundary may not
be required between the ferromagnetic and helical as well as the helical and antiferromagnetic
phases.
5.2 Dynamics of the Kondo Insulator
Realization of the insulating states has been revealed from the uniform charge susceptibility at
half filling. In this section, we clarify properties of the Kondo insulator through the dynamical
quantities. The density of states of conduction electrons reflects the exchange interaction. We
can further address the local moments through the spectrum of the t-matrix, which corresponds
to the quasi-particle states in the Anderson model. For the analytic continuation, we employ the
maximum entropy method (MEM) and the Padé approximation (see Appendix D for detail).
Figure 5.23(a) shows temperature dependence of the single-particle excitation spectrum
−ImGc(ω + iδ) for J = 0.3 together with that of the free electrons ρ(ω). The spectrum ex-
hibit a development of the energy gap with decreasing temperature. At T = 0.01, the energy
gap exceeds the thermal energy. The emergence of the energy gap can also be seen in the t-
matrix, which corresponds to the f -electron Green function in the periodic Anderson model.
Figure 5.23(b) shows the spectrum of the site-diagonal t-matrix −Imt(ω + iδ) at the same pa-
rameters as above. We notice that t(ω) exhibits high intensities at the vicinity of the gap edge
compared to Gc(ω). The peak of t(ω) is accordingly located at lower energy than Gc(ω), while
there is less difference at low-intensity part. This follows that the magnitude of the energy gap
in t(ω) tends to look smaller than that in Gc(ω).
The origin of the energy gap can be traced to the hybridization between 4f and conduction
electrons in the periodic Anderson model (Appendix E.1), although the 4f -charge degree of
freedom has been eliminated in this case. In fact, we can see similarities between Fig. 5.23 and
the hybridization band in Fig. E.1. We measure the magnitude of the energy gap at about the
half-maximum of the peak, since this definition seems to have few influences on the temperature
from Fig. 5.23. From −ImGc(ω + iδ) we obtain ∆c ≃ 0.36. On the other hand, the t-matrix
gives ∆f ≃ 0.22. Hence, measured from the single-particle excitations, the energy gap of the
conduction electrons is ∆c/∆f ∼ 1.6 as large as that of the t-matrix. We note that this difference
results from the absence of a definite threshold of the energy gap, which reflects the high-energy















































Figure 5.23: Temperature dependence of (a) −ImGc(ω + iδ) and (b) −Imt(ω + iδ) for J = 0.3
at half filling computed in the MEM. ρ(ω) is the density of states of free conduction electrons.











































Figure 5.24: J-dependence of (a) −ImGc(ω + iδ) and (b) −Imt(ω + iδ) at half filling computed
in the MEM.
structure of the original band as shown in Appendix E.1.
The spectrum are plotted for several values of J in Fig. 5.24. We note that only J ≥
0.27 can be treated, because the antiferromagnetic transition occurs at the weaker coupling as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.9. We estimate the energy gap in the above-mentioned way, and show
with the Kondo temperature in Fig. 5.25. Dependences on J is common between the Kondo
temperature and the energy gap, ∆c/2 and ∆f/2.
Figure 5.26 shows temperature dependence of the magnetic excitation spectrum Imχf (ω +
iδ)/ω. While at T = 0.01 the spectra is almost Gaussian, a gap opens at low temperatures.
The magnitude of the gap is estimated to be ∆ ∼ 0.23 in the same way as above. This value
corresponds to the energy gap in the t-matrix, ∆f .
The formation of the energy gap is reflected in the chemical potential. We show in Fig. 5.27(a)
temperature dependences of the chemical potential µ for some values of nc near half filling. The
drops at temperatures around T ∼ 0.06 exhibit depelopments of the energy gap. At nc = 0.96
the chemical potential go down to −0.15, which seems to correspond to the half of the energy gap
∆c measured from the density of states. Figure 5.27(b) shows nc as a function of the chemical
potential µ for several temperatures. Flat structures around µ = 0 signify the energy gap, which
widens with decreasing temperature.











































Figure 5.26: Temperature dependence of the dynamical susceptibility for J = 0.3 computed in


































Figure 5.27: (a) Temperature dependence of the chemical potential µ near half filling for J = 0.3.
(b) Filling nc of conduction band for J = 0.3 as a function of the chemical potential µ.
Chapter 6
Summary and Discussions
The DMFT for Localized Models
We have developed a framework to deal with the localized model, such as the Kondo and the
CS lattice model, based on the DMFT. The t-matrix, which describes the effect of the local
moments on the single-particle excitation, has been extended to the two-particle responses.
The ordinary and the generalized t-matrices play essential roles in applying the conventional
diagrammatical approach in the periodic Anderson model to the atomic limit. Consequently,
the spatially dependent susceptibilities of the conduction and localized electrons have been given
in terms of the generalized t-matrix.
In infinite dimensions, the self-energy part Σf , which incorporates the effect of the Coulomb
interaction between f electrons, can be considered to be local. This follows that the conduc-
tion electrons are subjected to the local influence, which defines the self-energy part Σc of
conduction electrons. Noting that all the spatial dependences are generated by the conduction-
electron kinetic energy, the DMFT self-consistency condition can be constructed only from the
conduction-electron Green function with Σc. The localized limit can be taken account of at this
stage, and consequently is applicable to the CS lattice model. The equations eventually become
the same as the Hubbard model. The sources of the self energy Σc are, however, different: in
the periodic Anderson and the CS lattice model, Σc signifies the impurity scattering and ac-
cordingly, is obtained from the impurity t-matrix, while in the Hubbard model the self energy
arises from the Coulomb interaction between conduction electrons.
The fact that the formalism can be framed only on the conduction electrons is also applicable
to the two-particle Green function. Namely, the conduction-electron susceptibility satisfies the
Bethe-Salpeter equation with the irreducible vertex part be local. In order to address the
correlation between the localized electrons χf , we have introduced the generalized t-matrix T .
We have demonstrated that χf is obtained from T by summing over the frequencies in the
Anderson model, and by taking the high-frequency limit in the CS model. The Bethe-Salpeter-
type equation holds for the generalized t-matrix as well, and the irreducible vertex part is also
local. Consequently, the spatial dependence of T , therefore χf , can be obtained from the local
vertex evaluated in the effective impurity system.
The CT-QMC for the Coqblin-Schrieffer Model
We have extended the CT-QMC method for fermions to the CS model. An arbitrary number
N of local states can be treated by our algorithm and for antiferromagnetic interactions, the
scheme is free from the minus sign problem. Therefore it is a powerful tool to study heavy
fermion systems within the framework of DMFT.
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We have computed spectral functions using the Padé approximation for the analytic contin-
uation. The impurity t-matrix shows an excellent correspondence between the N components at
low frequencies, which demonstrates the good quality of the imaginary-time data obtained using
the new scheme. The accuracy of the magnetic spectra has been examined by comparison with
the NCA for large N . Both results are in good agreement at temperatures of the order of TK.
At lower temperatures, where the NCA cannot accurately reproduce the low-energy excitations,
the present scheme still works properly.
The spectra have been tested using available Fermi liquid relations. We have found deviations
from the Korringa-Shiba relation, whereas the t-matrix satisfies the Friedel sum rule for all N .
The deviations are due to the finite cutoff of the conduction band, which affects the static
susceptibility but not the low-energy spectrum. These results reveal a weak point of the CT-
QMC: it is difficult to approach the universal regime with regard to the static susceptibility.
The present algorithm can easily be applied to DMFT simulations of the CS lattice model.
Namely, the effective medium is optimized with use of the impurity t-matrix. It is possible to
address the formation of heavy quasi-particles through the conduction electron Green function
as well as the t-matrix of the lattice systems.
The Kondo Lattice Model in Infinite Dimensions
The Doniach’s picture at half filling
We have employed the tight-binding band in the infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice, which
exhibits the perfect nesting property at half filling. Divergences of the antiferromagnetic sus-
ceptibility at Q = (π, · · · , π) has been demonstrated at weak-coupling regime. With increasing
the coupling constant, the antiferromagnetic fluctuation is suppressed to form the paramagnetic
ground state. The critical coupling constant agrees with the estimation by comparison between
the Kondo temperature and the RKKY interaction. Consequently, our numerical calculation
has demonstrated validity of the Doniach’s picture. We should note, however, that reasonable
estimations by the Doniach’s picture are restricted to the regime close to the half filling.
The CDW state at quarter filling
At the quarter filling, we have found an instability of the conduction electrons against the CDW
at Q. The CDW ordering takes place, when the coupling constant is less than a critical value.
This is the first observation of the CDW state in the Kondo lattice model to our knowledge.
The origin of the CDW instability can be found in the strong-coupling effective model. In
the strong-coupling limit, each conduction electron forms the Kondo singlet to screen the local
spin. Since the spatial extent of the Kondo cloud is reduced to zero at J = ∞, the Kondo singlet
may be regarded as an absence of the local spin. Accordingly, the strong-coupling limit of the
Kondo lattice model can be mapped to the infinite-U Hubbard model with a reduced hopping
(see Appendix E.3). In the effective Hamiltonian of order t2/J , we find a repulsion between the
local moments, or equivalently, between the Kondo singlets [45, 46]. Hence, with decreasing J ,
the repulsion gets larger and may give rise to the CDW transition. This mechanism was first
proposed by Hirsch for one dimension [45], but no instability has been found there.
Although the strong-coupling expansion predicts the CDW instability, whether the CDW
ordering actually takes place or not depends on the range where the strong-coupling picture
is applicable. Namely, if this picture breaks at J higher than a critical value, the CDW state
does not realize. Our results signify that the strong-coupling picture holds away from J = ∞
in infinite dimensions. The appearance of the CDW states can be intuitively understood that
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the conduction electrons gain the Kondo energy instead of the kinetic energy by gathering at
alternate sites. Therefore, the Kondo effect is essential for this CDW instability.
The CDW fluctuation originating in the Kondo effect may be expected at another filling
as long as the conduction electrons exist fractional number per site. If the number is 1/4, for
example, we expect the charge fluctuation of four-site cycle, q = Q/2. However, we could not
find conspicuously large fluctuation of Q/2 at nc = 1/4.
In real materials, the CDW state actually involves the lattice distortion, which requires extra
energy. Hence, the real materials resist ordering into the CDW states. We can, however, expect
possibility of an existence of the charge fluctuation caused by the Kondo mechanism.
The ferromagnetism at low carrier densities
We have confirmed divergence of the ferromagnetic susceptibility in the low-carrier-density
regime. The appearance of the ferromagnetism can be understood by the RKKY interac-
tion. The variational method based on the mean-field theory has actually proposed its exis-
tence [40, 41]. On the other hand, Jarrell et al. have reported that, in the infinite-dimensional
periodic Anderson model, they did not find a divergent ferromagnetic susceptibility for any fill-
ing or set of parameters [42]. Hence, it can be said that the strong localized nature is required
for its realization.
It is worth notice that the ferromagnetic phase spreads over the critical coupling estimated
from the comparison between the Kondo and the RKKY energy scale. This follows from the
fact that all the local moments cannot be screened by a fewer number of conduction electrons.
Hence the local susceptibility follows the Curie-Weiss law even at the strong coupling in the low-
carrier-density regime. The remained moment can lose the entropy only by magnetic ordering.
Dynamics of the Kondo insulator
We have demonstrated that the insulating phase appears at half filling when the coupling is
stronger than a certain value. The presence of the energy gap has been revealed from the
uniform charge susceptibility and the single-particle excitation spectrum. Since the insulating
phase also exists in one dimension, we expect that, in any dimension, the strong coupling at the
half filling are insulating.
The origin of the energy gap can be traced to the periodic Anderson model. Without the
symmetry breaking, the ground state is connected with the non-interacting state, where the
conduction and f electrons form the hybridization band. At half filling, the band is filled by
two electrons per site to become a band insulator. In the Kondo lattice model, however, the
f electrons have no charge degree of freedom. Nevertheless, the energy gap appears in the
conduction band, as a consequence of the “hybridization” through the t-matrix.
Raising and remaining issues
In the present calculation, we have discussed instabilities at the vector q = 0 and Q. It has
been mentioned that there is a possibility of the ordering at the vector other than q = 0 and
Q for a certain filling. In the mean-field theory at weak coupling, the ordering is expected at
the peak of the polarization function Πq, which can be incommensurate. It is an interesting
problem whether the incommensurate ordering actually occurs or the commensurate vectors are
chosen, when the local correlation is taken into account.
Ground state in the CDW phase is left as an issue in the present work. Although occurrence
of the CDW ordering has been demonstrated, the CDW state does not fix the spin configuration
nor screen all the moments. In the strong-coupling picture, half of the moments remain free at
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quarter filling. In order to address the magnetic correlation at low temperatures, we should work
in the CDW state with two-sub lattice. The problem is whether the ferromagnetic correlation
observed outside the CDW phase remains below the ordering temperature. The two-sub lattice
calculations also makes it possible to provide informations on the antiferromagnetic state. A
quantitative discussion of the reduced antiferromagnetic moment becomes possible.
One of issues of great interest is the problem of the volume surrounded by the Fermi surface in
the Kondo lattice model. According to the Luttinger’s theorem, the Fermi volume is determined
by the particle number independently of the many-body effect [77]. Because the charge degree of
freedom has been removed in the Kondo lattice model, f electrons are considered to be localized.
In this view point, the Fermi surface is formed only of conduction electrons, and the volume
is small. On the other hand, noting that the Kondo model is one of aspects of the Anderson
model, the f electrons should be counted as itinerant electrons to yield the large Fermi surface.
This problem can be considered from the point of view of the Kondo insulator. We have
found the Kondo insulating phase at half filling. As mentioned above, the energy gap can be
thought to be the hybridization gap. Namely, the f electrons may be considered to be mixing
with conduction electrons at low temperatures. In this sense, the Fermi surface should involve f
electrons, when carriers are doped into the Kondo insulators. As for the one dimension, several
investigations support possibility of the large Fermi surface [78,79].
In order to directly approach the problem of the Fermi volume, two ways may be used within
the present formalism. If we work in the infinite-dimensional lattice, the Fermi surface is evalu-
ated as a hyper-surface in the infinite-dimensional reciprocal space. Another way is to employ
the two- or three-dimensional dispersion model within the infinite-dimensional approximation.
In this case, the energy dispersion and the Fermi surface topology can be grasped graphically.
On the two and three dimensions
Our formalism on the magnetic instabilities is based on the DMFT, so that the inter-site cor-
relation is incorporated in the mean-field level, which the infinite spatial dimensions justify. In
order to address two- or three-dimensional systems, spatial dependences of the self-energy part
as well as of the effective two-particle interactions are indispensable.
Several approaches have been proposed based on the DMFT. One extension involves a re-
placement of the effective impurity with a cluster consisting of several sites [80,81]. Short-range
correlation can be taken into account by solving the problem of the cluster impurity embedded
in the effective medium. This framework is referred to as cluster DMFT (CDMFT) [82] or
dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) [83], depending on the ways of the formulation.
Another course of extensions have recently been proposed [84, 85]. Their basic idea is to
reconstruct the self-energy part with use of the local vertex evaluated within the DMFT. At
this stage, the spatial dependence is brought into the self energy, so that the physical quantities
reflect both the local and intersite correlations. There are not systematic applications yet.
Investigations of this direction have just got under way.
Appendix A
Equations of Motion and its
Application
A.1 Derivation of Expression of the Generalized t-matrix
In this Appendix, we derive equations of motion of the single-particle and two-particle Green
function, and demonstrate the expressions of the t-matrix and the generalized t-matrix. In
the following derivation, we use some formulae for differentiation of quantities involving the
time-ordering operator, which are summarized in the next section.
A.1.1 Single-particle Green function
We begin with the single-particle Green function
G12(τ1, τ2) = −⟨Tτ c1(τ1)c†2(τ2)⟩. (A.1)





G12(τ1, τ2) = δ12δ(τ1 − τ2) − ⟨Tτ j1(τ1)c†2(τ2)⟩. (A.2)





⟨Tτ j1(τ1)c†2(τ2)⟩ = ⟨Tτ j1(τ1)j
†
2(τ2)⟩ − δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨{j1, c
†
2}⟩. (A.3)
After the Fourier transform, defined by eq. (2.4), we obtain
G12(iϵn) = δ12g1(iϵn) + g1(iϵn)t12(iϵn)g2(iϵn), (A.4)
where the t-matrix is defined by
t12(τ1, τ2) = −⟨Tτ j1(τ1)j†2(τ2)⟩ + δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨{j1, c
†
2}⟩. (A.5)
This equation yields eq. (2.8) for the impurity model, and eq. (2.10) for the periodic model.
A.1.2 Two-particle Green function
We proceed to the two-particle Green function in eq. (2.13). As shown in the above derivation,
a differentiation of c(τ) or c†(τ) brings j(τ) or j†(τ) with extra terms. In the following, we in
turn differentiate the conduction-electron operators until all the operators are altered by j and
j†.
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(i) Differential of ⟨Tτc†1(τ1)c2(τ2)c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩











3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + δ(τ1 − τ2)δ12G43(τ4, τ3) − δ(τ1 − τ4)δ14G23(τ2, τ3).
(A.6)






















→ iϵn + iνm,
∂
∂τ3
→ iϵn′ + iνm, −
∂
∂τ4
→ iϵn′ . (A.8)






3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + δm0δ12G43(iϵn′) − δnn′δ14G23(iϵn + iνm)]. (A.9)
(ii) Differential of ⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)c2(τ2)c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩
The differentiation with respect to τ2 can be performed analogously in accordance with eq. (A.30).










3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ − δ(τ2 − τ3)δ23⟨Tτ j
†
1(τ1)c4(τ4)⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩, (A.10)




= g2(iϵn + iνm){F⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ − δnn′δ23g4(iϵn)t41(iϵn)
+ F [δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩]}, (A.11)






=⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j4(τ4)⟩ + δ(τ1 − τ4)⟨{j
†
1, c4}⟩ = t41(τ4, τ1). (A.12)
The last term in eq. (A.11) includes c†3(τ3)c4(τ4), which should not be left to the final expression.










3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + δ(τ3 − τ4)δ34⟨{j
†
1, c2}⟩. (A.13)
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In this derivation, we have used the relation [{j†1, c2}, c3] = 0, which holds as long as the
Hamiltonian is bilinear in c and c†. After the Fourier transform, we obtain
F [δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩]





















where we have again used [{j†1, c2}, c4] = 0. The Fourier transformed leads to
F [δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩]
= g4(iϵn′){F [δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j4(τ4)⟩]
+ F [δ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩] }. (A.16)




= g2(iϵn + iνm)[F⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ − δnn′δ23g4(iϵn)t41(iϵn)
+ δm0δ34g3(iϵn′ + iνm)⟨{j†1, c2}⟩]
+ g2(iϵn + iνm)g3(iϵn′ + iνm)g4(iϵn){F [δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j4(τ4)⟩]
+ F [δ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩] }. (A.17)
(iii) Differential of ⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)c
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩
We next evaluate the equation of motion of the first term in eq. (A.17). Differentiating with










3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + δ(τ3 − τ4)δ34⟨Tτ j
†
1(τ1)j2(τ2)⟩
− δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1){j2(τ1), c
†
3(τ3)}c4(τ4)⟩, (A.18)




= g3(iϵn′ + iνm){F⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)j
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + F [δ(τ3 − τ4)δ34⟨Tτ j
†
1(τ1)j2(τ2)⟩]
−F [δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1){j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}c4(τ4)⟩] }. (A.19)
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where [{j2, c†3}, c4] = 0 has been used. Performing the Fourier transform, we obtain
F [δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1){j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}c4(τ4)⟩]
= g4(iϵn′){F [δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1){j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}j4(τ4)⟩]
+ F [δ(τ1 − τ4)δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}{j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}⟩] }. (A.21)




= g3(iϵn′ + iνm){F⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)j
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩ + F [δ(τ3 − τ4)δ34⟨Tτ j
†
1(τ1)j2(τ2)⟩]}
− g3(iϵn′ + iνm)g4(iϵn′){F [δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1){j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}j4(τ4)⟩]
+ F [δ(τ1 − τ4)δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}{j2(τ3), c
†
3(τ3)}⟩] }. (A.22)
(iv) Differential of ⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)j
†
3(τ3)c4(τ4)⟩
We differentiate ⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2)j
†
















+ δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2){j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩, (A.23)











+ F [δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2){j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩] }. (A.24)
(v) Final expression
Finally, we substitute eqs. (A.17), (A.22) and (A.24) into eq. (A.9). After some manipulations,






= δm0[δ12g1(iϵn) · G43(iϵn′) + g2(iϵn)t21(iϵn)g1(iϵn) · δ34g4(iϵn′)]
− δnn′ [δ14g1(iϵn) · G23(iϵn + iνm) + g4(iϵn)t41(iϵn)g1(iϵn) · δ23g2(iϵn + iνm)]
+ g1(iϵn)g2(iϵn + iνm)g3(iϵn′ + iνm)g4(iϵn′)FT ′1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4), (A.25)
where T ′1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) is defined by





+ δ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩
− δ(τ1 − τ4)δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}{j
†
3(τ3), c2(τ3)}⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c2(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j4(τ4)⟩
+ δ(τ3 − τ4)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j2(τ2){j
†
3(τ3), c4(τ3)}⟩
− δ(τ1 − τ4)⟨Tτ{j†1(τ1), c4(τ1)}j
†
3(τ3)j2(τ2)⟩
− δ(τ2 − τ3)⟨Tτ j†1(τ1)j4(τ4){j
†
3(τ3), c2(τ3)}⟩. (A.26)
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In this derivation, we have used {j2, c†3} = {c2, j
†
3}, which is demonstrated from the definition
of j2 and j
†




= −δnn′ [δ14g1(iϵn) · G23(iϵn + iνm) + g4(iϵn)t41(iϵn)g1(iϵn) · δ23g2(iϵn + iνm)]
+ g1(iϵn)g2(iϵn + iνm)g3(iϵn′ + iνm)g4(iϵn′)FT1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4), (A.27)
where T1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) is given by
T1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = T ′1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) − t21(τ2, τ1)t43(τ4, τ3). (A.28)
As a result, we obtain the expression of T1234(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) in eq. (2.17).
A.2 Some Useful Relations
In this section, we present some relations required for differentiations of the time-ordering op-






















+ δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ [A(τ1), B(τ1)]±C(τ3)D(τ4)⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ3)⟨Tτ [A(τ1), C(τ1)]±D(τ4)B(τ2)⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ4)⟨Tτ [A(τ1), D(τ1)]±B(τ2)C(τ3)⟩, (A.30)
where [A,B]± = AB±BA is an anti-commutator and a commutator, and are chosen for fermion
and boson, respectively. The following relation is satisfied when A and B are fermion operators










+ δ(τ1 − τ2)⟨Tτ{A(τ1), B(τ1)}ϕ(τ3)⟩
+ δ(τ1 − τ3)⟨Tτ [A(τ1), ϕ(τ1)]B(τ2)⟩. (A.31)
We finally show some identities on the commutator and the anti-commutator
[a, bc] = [a, b]c + b[a, c] (A.32a)
= {a, b}c − b{a, c}, (A.32b)
{a, bc} = {a, b}c − b[a, c] (A.32c)
= [a, b]c + b{a, c}, (A.32d)
and
[a, {b, c}] = [{a, b}, c] + [{a, c}, b] (A.33a)
= {[a, b], c} + {[a, c], b}, (A.33b)
{a, [b, c]} = [{a, b}, c] − {[a, c], b} (A.33c)
= {[a, b], c} − [{a, c}, b]. (A.33d)
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A.3 The Internal Energy
In this section, we derive an expression of the internal energy for the impurity and periodic CS
model. We begin by considering the CS lattice model in eq. (1.8). Although the Hamiltonian
include two-body interaction, its expectation value can be represented by the single-particle
Green function with use of the technique introduced in ref. 48. Considering an equation of



























= ⟨HCSL⟩ − µ⟨Nc⟩,
(A.34)
where we have used eq. (2.5). Taking the Fourier transform with respect to τ , we obtain the






iϵnGkα,kα(iϵn)eiϵnδ + µ⟨Nc⟩, (A.35)
where δ is a positive infinitesimal. In numerical calculations, we may subtract 1/iϵn from the
Green function, because it does not contribute to the internal energy. Furthermore, the quadratic
term, c/(iϵn)2, can be evaluated to be c/2. By expanding eq. (2.26) in powers of 1/z, we obtain
c = Jnfα − µ on condition of ρ(ϵ) = ρ(−ϵ). Hence, the series in eq. (A.35) converges as (iϵn)−2
at high frequencies.
Equation (A.35) is also applicable to the impurity CS model in eq. (1.4). In this case, the
total energy E = ⟨HCS⟩ is composed by the kinetic energy part being proportional to N0 and
an impurity contribution. To distinguish the impurity contribution, we express Gkα,kα(iϵn) in
terms of the impurity t-matrix tα(iϵn) as follows:




Substituting this expression into eq. (A.35), we obtain the following equation for a change in
the internal energy Eimp due to the impurity:












Here we have set µ = 0 to turn to the canonical ensemble. Combined with terms of the energy




B.1 The Vertex Part for the Conduction Electrons
We have introduced the generalized t-matrix T from the two-particle Green function of conduc-
tion electrons χc. With use of the integral equation for T , spatial dependence of T in the lattice
system has been derived. In this appendix, we derive an integral equation for χc itself.
The source of the spatial dependence is only ϵk in the periodic Anderson and the CS lattice
model. Hence we can represent all the spatial dependences explicitly by Gck(iϵn), and therefore
by Πkq(iϵn; iνm) = −Gck(iϵn)Gck+q(iϵn + iνm). In the following, we omit the spin degeneracy
for simplicity. The susceptibility of the conduction electrons χc
kk′q
is given in terms of Tkk′q in
eq. (2.39), which may be rewritten as
χckk′q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = δnn′δkk′Πkq(iϵn; iνm)
+ gk(iϵn)gk+q(iϵn + iνm)gk′+q(iϵn′ + iνm)gk′(iϵn′)
× [Tkk′q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) − δnn′δkk′T 0kq(iϵn; iνm)], (B.1)
where T 0kq(iϵn; iνm) = −tk(iϵn)tk+q(iϵn + iνm). Using the irreducible vertex part I(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm)
in eq. (2.47), the terms in the bracket is expressed in the matrix form for ϵn and ϵn′ as
Tkk′q − δkk′T 0kq = T 0kqI ′qT 0k′q, (B.2)
where I ′q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) is a reducible vertex part composed of I and T 0q :
I ′q = I + IT 0q I + IT 0q IT 0q I + · · · . (B.3)
From eqs. (2.31) and (2.32), we can derive the relation gk(iϵn)tk(iϵn) = Gck(iϵn)Σ
c(iϵn), which
leads to
gk(iϵn)gk+q(iϵn + iνm)T 0kq(iϵn; iνm) = Πkq(iϵn; iνm)Σc(iϵn)Σc(iϵn + iνm). (B.4)
Substituting eqs. (B.2) and (B.4) into eq. (B.1), and then taking the summation over k and k′,
we obtain
χcq(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = Πq(iϵn; iνm)δnn′ + Πq(iϵn; iνm)K
′
q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm)Πq(iϵn′ ; iνm), (B.5)
where
K ′q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = Σ
c(iϵn)Σc(iϵn + iνm)I ′q(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm)Σ
c(iϵn′)Σc(iϵn′ + iνm). (B.6)
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We focus on I ′q defined in eq. (B.3). The spatial dependence of I
′
q originates in T 0q , which
can be expressed in terms of Πq. With use of the expression of tk in eq. (2.32), T 0q defined by
eq. (2.48) is rewritten as
T 0q (iϵn; iνm) = Σc(iϵn)2[A(iϵn; iνm) + Πq(iϵn; iνm)]Σc(iϵn + iνm)2, (B.7)
where A(iϵn; iνm) is defined by
A(iϵn; iνm) = Σc(iϵn)−1Σc(iϵn + iνm)−1 + Σc(iϵn)−1Ḡc(iϵn + iνm) + Ḡc(iϵn)Σc(iϵn + iνm)−1.
(B.8)
It is clear from the above equation that A composed only of the local quantities. Introducing
an auxiliary quantity K by
K(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm) = Σc(iϵn)Σc(iϵn + iνm)I(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm)Σc(iϵn′)Σc(iϵn′ + iνm), (B.9)
K ′q in eq. (B.6) is rewritten as
K ′q = K + K(A + Πq)K
′
q
= Γc + ΓcΠqK ′q, (B.10)
where Γc is defined by
Γc = (K−1 + A)−1. (B.11)
Substituting eq. (B.10) into eq. (B.5), we finally obtain the equation for χcq as follows:
χcq = Πq + ΠqΓ
cΠq + · · ·
= Πq + ΠqΓcχcq. (B.12)
Therefore Γc signifies the irreducible vertex part for the conduction electrons, and composed
only of the local quantities in infinite dimensions.
B.2 Evaluation of the Polarization Function
The polarization function Π0q(iνm) of the infinite-dimensional hypercubic lattice has been ex-
plicitly given in terms of Gc(iϵn) only for some representative vectors. Here, we evaluate Π0q(0)
for arbitrary q. For the free conduction electrons, the summation over the Matsubara frequency




















The pair distribution function ρq(ϵ1, ϵ2) is given by eq. (2.62) for the infinite-dimensional hyper-


















Figure B.1: The integral range.
The integral range associated with the change of the variables is shown in Figure B.1. Noting










































Consequently, the evaluation of Π0q(0) can be in effect performed by a single integral. The
explicit results are presented in Fig. 2.9(b).
Appendix C
Details of the CT-QMC
C.1 Fast-Update Formulae
In the update process of the CT-QMC, matrix D, defined by Dij = g(τi−τj), plays a main role in
evaluating the weights of configurations. The heaviest part in computations is the determinant
ratios det D′/det D, corresponding to the Wick’s theorem. However, since the matrices D and
D′ are different only in a small part, the determinant ratios can be evaluated efficiently from an
inverse matrix M = D−1 [59]. Hence we need to store only M in memory at each step.
Each algorithm requires several types of updates. We introduce the following 4 types of
updates in this section:
(a) k → k ± 1: an addition or a removal of one column and one row.
(b) k → k ± 2: an addition or a removal of two columns and two rows.
(c) c†(τn) → c†(τ̃n) or c(τm) → c(τ̃m): a change of one column or one row.
(d) c†(τn)c(τm) → c†(τ̃n)c(τ̃m): a change of one column and one row.
We summarize in Table C.1 manipulations required for each algorithm of the Anderson model
and the CS model.
Table C.1: List of type of updates required for each algorithm.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Anderson model (U expansion [59]) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝
Anderson model (V expansion [61]) ⃝ × ⃝ ×
CS model (method 1, §3.2.1) ⃝ × ⃝ ⃝
CS model (method 2, §3.2.2) ⃝ × ⃝ ⃝
To obtain explicit formula for determinant ratio det D′/det D and the new inverse matrix
M ′, we employ the following expression:
M ′ = M [1 + ∆M ]−1 = [1 + M∆]−1M, (C.1)
where ∆ is defined by ∆ = D′ −D, which has nonzero matrix elements only at modified points.







= det[1 + ∆M ] = det[1 + M∆]. (C.2)
Equations (C.1) and (C.2) are evaluated straightforwardly for each case.
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(a) k → k ± 1
We first consider a process of an addition of operators c†(τk+1)c(τk+1), namely, adding (k +1)th
low and (k + 1)th column to the matrix. To apply eqs. (C.1) and (C.2), we introduce (k + 1) by
(k + 1) matrices D(k) and D(k+1)
D(k) =






Dk1 · · · Dkk 0
0 · · · 0 1
 , D(k+1) =
 D11 · · · D1,k+1... . . . ...
Dk+1,1 · · · Dk+1,k+1
 , (C.3)
where D(k) is extended from the original k × k matrix. This extension does not affect det D(k).
Similarly, M (k) = (D(k))−1 is extended to a (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrix. Noting that ∆ is finite































· · · −λ−1+ Rk+1,i · · · λ−1+
 , (C.7)
where






A formula for the removal process can be obtained from that for the addition process. We





= (−1)n+mM (k)nm. (C.9)
Actually, the pre-factor is not necessary in the Monte Carlo simulations, because expressions of
update probabilities in §3.2 is supposed to add and remove elements at the end of the matrices.
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(b) k → k ± 2
The above evaluation for k → k ± 1 can be extended to higher process. We introduce a 2 × 2
matrix Λ+ as follows





ji Diq′ , (C.11)
























+ )q,k+1 −Ljq(Λ−1+ )q,k+2
...
...
· · · −(Λ−1+ )k+1,qRqi · · · (Λ−1+ )k+1,k+1 (Λ−1+ )k+1,k+2
· · · −(Λ−1+ )k+2,qRqi · · · (Λ−1+ )k+2,k+1 (Λ−1+ )k+2,k+2
 , (C.15)
where





In eqs. (C.15) and (C.16), we take summations on the dummy indices q and q′.
The corresponding removal process can be dealt with by the replacement of k with k − 2 in




















which follows from eq. (C.16).
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(c) c†(τn) → c†(τ̃n) or c(τm) → c(τ̃m)
We consider a change of a time variable with fixing the matrix size. First we suppose the change
of nth column in D (nthe row in M) corresponding to the change c†(τn) → c†(τ̃n). We represent
the new matrix by D̃, in which only the nthe column is different from D. Equations (C.1) and




















LjnMni. (j ̸= n)
(C.22)
We next consider a change of mth row in D (mth column in M) accompanying the shift



















MjmRmi. (i ̸= m)
(C.25)
(d) c†(τn)c(τm) → c†(τ̃n)c(τ̃m)
Finally, we consider a change of a pair of time variables in the creation and annihilation operators
c†(τn)c(τm) → c†(τ̃n)c(τ̃m). By dividing the change into two steps, the above formulae can be
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where D̃in = D(τi − τ̃n) and D̃mj = D(τ̃m − τj). Note the range of the summation in the











where we have defined ˜̃Dmn = D(τ̃m − τ̃n). The matrix elements are expressed in terms of the





Mnm, (i = m, j = n)
1
λ
(LnnMjm − LjnMnm), (i = m, j ̸= n)
1
λ








. (i ̸= m, j ̸= n)
(C.29)
C.2 Derivation of Update Probabilities in the CS Model from
the Anderson Model
The CS model is derived from the Anderson model by taking the localized limit with strong
correlations [32]. Namely, charge fluctuations are suppressed by infinite Coulomb repulsion and
the deep local level. We take the limits ϵf → −∞ and V 2 → ∞ with J = −V 2/ϵf fixed, where ϵf
and V denote the energy of the local level and strength of hybridization, respectively. Similarly,
update probabilities in the CS model can be derived from the corresponding expressions in the
Anderson model. In this appendix, we demonstrate how to take the limit in the Monte Carlo
formalism.
We consider the Anderson model of spin-less fermions for simplicity. In this case, the localized
limit leads to a potential scattering, or equivalently, the CS model with N = 1. The update
probability for cutting a segment (addition of an anti-segment) is given by [61]
p(k → k + 1)










where l denotes the length of the segment which will be removed. D(+) is the matrix obtained
by adding the operators c†(τ)c(τ + l) to the end of the matrix D. In the limit of ϵf → −∞, the
probability of such an update with l finite becomes 0 due to the factor elϵf . Hence l should be





, (λ ≫ 1). (C.31)
If l ≥ l0, the update is negligible due to the factor e−λ. Hence we can restrict the length to
l < l0. The restriction for l replaces the factor lmax with l0 in eq. (C.30). Taking l = xl0 with
0 < x < 1, the update probability is given in terms of J by
p(k → k + 1)
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Since the probability is independent of x in the limit of ϵf → −∞, we integrate out x as follows:∫ 1
0
dxλe−λx ≃ 1. (C.33)
This equality becomes exact in the limit λ → ∞, which is realized in the limit ϵf → −∞. As a
result, we obtain the following update probability that the localized electron is removed for an
infinitesimal time:
p(k → k + 1)










This formula is identical with the probability that the operator JααXαα(−cαc†α) is added. It is
obvious from this derivation that D(+) is the matrix with c†(τ)c(τ + 0) added to the original
one, and that the equal-time Green function should be g(+0). In a similar manner, all formulae
of transition probabilities in the CS model can be derived from the corresponding processes in
the Anderson model.
C.3 Implementation of High-Frequency Limit
As presented in Chapter 2, the q-dependent dynamical susceptibility χfq(iνm) in the CS lattice
model has been given by the high-frequency limit of the generalized t-matrix Tq(iϵn, iϵn′ ; iνm).
To obtain Tq, we need to solve the infinite-size matrix equation, eq. (2.50). In this appendix,
we present a efficient way to deal with the infinite-size matrices accurately.
The matrix equation in eq. (2.50) may be rewritten as
Tq = Tloc + TlocPqTloc + TlocPqTlocPqTloc + · · · , (C.35)
where Pq is a diagonal matrix whose element is defined by
(Pq)l = T 0loc(iϵl; iνm)−1 − T 0q (iϵl; iνm)−1. (C.36)
In eq. (C.36), only low-frequency part has finite values, since two terms cancel out each other











In Fig. 5.4, for example, L = 10 is sufficient for reliable calculations. With use of this restricted
sum, eq. (C.35) is rewritten as





where the matrix Qq is defined within the restricted space as follows:
Qq = Pq + PqTlocPq + · · · = [1 − PqTloc]−1Pq. (C.39)
Hence in order to obtain (Tq)+∞,−∞, which yields χfq(iνm) in eq. (2.41), we need to evaluate
(Tloc)ll′ at low frequencies as well as (Tloc)+∞,l, (Tloc)l′,−∞, and (Tloc)+∞,−∞. The limit ϵn → ∞
in Tloc can be taken strictly in the CT-QMC. Consequently, the infinite-size matrix equation
can be solved accurately to give χfq(iνm).
Appendix D
Numerical Methods of Analytic
Continuation
In the Matsubara formalism, the Green functions are expressed in the imaginary-frequency do-
main. By analytic continuations onto the real-frequency axis, the Matsubara Green functions
yield the corresponding retarted Green functions, which give descriptions of responses to ex-
ternal perturbations. In this appendix, we present numerical methods to perform the analytic
continuations.
One of the most general methods is the Padé approximation, which finds a rational function
reproducing the given values at the positive Matsubara frequencies. The rational function pro-
vides approximate values of the original function at arbitrary points in the upper-half frequency
plane. However, if the data include statistical errors, such extrapolations may not have suffi-
cient reproducibility. Hence, in the QMC simulations, the maximum entropy method (MEM)
has generally been used for giving consideration to the statistical errors.
D.1 Padé Approximation
Assume that a function F (z) is evaluated at N points, ui = F (zi) (i = 1, · · · , N). In the present
case, {zi} corresponds to the positive Matsubara frequencies. In the Padé approximation, the





where the polynomials AN and BN are of order (N−1)/2 and (N−1)/2 for N odd and (N−2)/2
and N/2 for N even. Hence, when the function includes constant term like the impurity t-matrix,
N should be chosen as odd number. Otherwise, even number is more appropriate since the Green
function behaves as 1/z at z → ∞.






· · · aN (z − zN−1)
1
. (D.2)
The coefficients {ai} are determined so as to satisfy CN (zi) = ui for i = 1, · · · , N . The following
recursion formula gives the coefficient:




. (p ≥ 2) (D.3)
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Then, a value of CN (z) = AN (z)/BN (z) at an arbitrary z is evaluated from {ai} by the recursion
formula:
An+1(z) = An(z) + (z − zn)an+1An−1(z),
Bn+1(z) = Bn(z) + (z − zn)an+1Bn−1(z), (D.4)
where
A0 = 0, A1 = a1, B0 = B1 = 1. (D.5)
In actual calculations, since An and Bn may increase beyond the computational capacity, they
are to be devided by the same value keeping their ratio.
D.2 Maximum Entropy Method (MEM)
The MEM is an effective means in performing the analytic continuations of data with statistical
errors [73]. The single-particle Green function G(τ) in the imaginary-time domain is represented
by the spectrum ρ(ω) = −ImG(ω + iδ)/π as follows:







The analytic continuation is replaced by the inverse problem, that is, finding ρ(ω) which repro-
duces the given function G(τ). However, since the kernel K(ω) in the integrand exponentially
decreases at high frequencies, it is difficult to determine the whole structure of ρ(ω). Especially
when G(τ) includes statistical errors, there are numerous solutions of ρ(ω) reproducing G(τ)
within the errors. The MEM infers the optimal solution which holds eq. (D.6) within the errors,
using the prior knowledge of the spectral function.
Assume that G(τ) is evaluated in the QMC at Nτ discrete points {τl}. Let {G
(data)
l } and {σl}
be the averaged values of the ensemble and the standard deviations, respectively. We introduce
a function F (α, ρ(ω)) including a parameter α as follows:
F (α, ρ(ω)) =
1
2
χ2 − αS, (D.7)















dω{ρ(ω) − m(ω) − ρ(ω) ln[ρ(ω)/m(ω)]}. (D.9)
The function m(ω) is a default model and should be chosen so as to be fulfill general features of
the spectrum ρ(ω), such as the sum rule. The MEM minimize F (α, ρ(ω)) with respect to ρ(ω)
for a given α. When α = 0, the method is identical with the least squares. When α = ∞, on
the other hand, solution is ρ(ω) = m(ω). The best choice of α is determined by the maximum
entropy condition.
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ρi = ρ(ωi)wi. (D.12)
wi is a weight resultant from a discretization of the integral, and is given in the trapezoidal rule
by
wi = (ωi+1 − ωi−1)/2, (D.13)
where ω0 = ω1 and ωNω+1 = ωNω . Differentiating F (α, {ρi}) with respect to ρi and equating it
to 0, we obtain ∑
j













A solution of the above non-linear simultaneous equations gives spectrum {ρi} for a given value
of α. However, this equation is quite unstable for small values of α, as noted above. The solution
can be evaluated with use of the Bryan’s algorithm, which will be presented later.
To determine α, the MEM employs the posterior probability Pr[α|G(data)] for given G(data).
The classical maximum entropy condition determines α to maximize Pr[α|G(data)] with respect









where λi is the eigenvalue of the matrix Λij = Aij
√
ρiρj . When Pr[α|G(data)] is sharply peaked
at the maximum point, the above condition is justified. However, since the distribution is wide
in general, one may average the spectrum over α according to the probability Pr[α|G(data)].
The dynamical susceptibility in the imaginary-time domain, χ(τ), relates to the spectrum
Imχ(ω + iδ)/π as








Imχ(ω + iδ). (D.17)
Since the Bose factor in the integrand diverges at ω = 0, it is difficult to infer Imχ(ω) itself. To
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Using symmetry of the two-particle correlation function, Imχ(−ω+iδ) = −Imχ(ω+iδ), eq. (D.17)
is rewritten as follows:






(e−τω + e−(β−τ)ω)X(ω). (D.19)
We evaluate X(ω) in the MEM. Since the kernel in eq. (D.19) is invariant in the conversion
τ → β− τ , it is sufficient to consider only the range [0 : β/2] for χ(τ). The default model should
satisfy the sum-rule of X(ω) ∫ ∞
−∞
dωX(ω) = χ(ω = 0). (D.20)
D.3 Bryan’s Algorithm for MEM
The non-linear equation is highly unstable for small values of α. This follows from the fact that
there are numerous possibility in the solution as in the least-square fit. This difficulty can be
partly removed by the Bryan’s algorithm, which makes use of the singular value decomposition
(SVD) [73].
Using the SVD, the transpose of the kernel KT is represented as
KT = USV T, (D.21)
where U and V are unitary matrices of Nω × Nω and Nτ × Nτ , respectively. S is the Nω × Nτ
diagonal matrix, whose elements are referred to as the singular value. The singular values scale
the elements in the space transformed by U and V . Since the kernel becomes exponentially
small at high energies as noted above, the most of the singular values are negligibly small. We











The Nω-dimensional simultaneous equations, eq. (D.14), are reduced to the NS-dimensional























Equation (D.24) can then be solved by the ordinary numerical algorithms. In the Newton-
















ρjUjnUjm + αδmm′ . (D.26)
Appendix E
Analytical Results in Some Limits
E.1 Hybridization Band
In the case of U = 0 in the periodic Anderson model, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by
a linear combination of ck and fk. The conduction and 4f electrons then form a hybridization
band. In this appendix, we evaluate the density of states of the hybridization band.
The Green functions of the conduction and 4f electrons are given by
Gck(z) =
[





































(ω − ϵf )2
, (E.4)
where ρ0(ϵ) is the density of states of free conduction electrons, ρ0(ϵ) = N−10
∑
k δ(ϵ − ϵk).
We consider the tight-binding bands of the infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice and the
Bethe lattice, whose densities of states are respectively the Gaussian and the semi-circle function,
eqs. (2.57) and (2.66). Figure E.1 shows the density of states of conduction and 4f electrons
with ϵf = 0 and (V/D)2 = 0.1. A result for the constant density of states is also plotted for
comparison. In the hyper-cubic lattice, ρc(ω) and ρf (ω) exponentially decrease toward ω = 0.
Although we can see the gap structure, there is in fact no gap edge because of the absence of
cutoff in the original band. ρf (ω) shows a peak at ω/D ≃ 0.1 according to the factor (V/ω)2 in
eq. (E.4). For the Bethe lattice and the constant density of states, on the other hand, there is
a definite energy gap of about 2V 2/D in width. We can see a cusp in ρf (ω) at the edge of the
energy gap in the constant density of states. This singularity originates in the step structure of
the band edge.
E.2 The Korringa-Shiba Relation in a Model with Finite Band
Width
The Korringa-Shiba relation connects Imχ(ω +iδ)/ω|ω=0 to χ2(0) by a universal value [76]. The
equation has been proven in the wide band limit. Hence it may not be satisfied in numerical
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(c) Constant c (free)
c
f
Figure E.1: Densities of states of the hybridization band of the non-interaction periodic Anderson
model for (a) the hyper-cubic lattice, (b) the Bethe lattice and (c) the constant density of states.
The parameters are chosen as ϵf = 0 and (V/D)2 = 0.1.
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calculations for systems with finite band width, as in the present study. In order to clarify the
deviation from the universal value, we consider the non-interacting Anderson model with N -fold
degeneracy. Assuming a constant density of states, eq. (4.1), the Matsubara Green function is
given by
G−1f (iϵn) = iϵn − ϵf + (2i∆/π) arctan(D/ϵn)
≃ iϵna−1 − ϵf + i∆sgn(ϵn), (E.5)
where ∆ = πV 2ρ0 and
a−1 = 1 − 2∆
πD
. (E.6)
We have assumed ∆/D ≪ 1. The wide band limit corresponds to a = 1, and a finite band
produces a correction proportional to ∆/D.
We evaluate the dynamical susceptibility using the above Green function including the effect




Gf (iϵn′)Gf (iϵn′ + iνn), (E.7)
where νn = 2nπT is the boson Matsubara frequency. Evaluating the imaginary part at T = 0, we
obtain the well-known relation Imχ(ω+iδ)/ω|ω=0 = πNCNρ2f (0). It turns out that the quantity
a does not affect the low-energy spectrum. On the other hand, the real part is influenced by the
cutoff of the band. The sum over the Matsubara frequency is replaced by an integral along the
imaginary-frequency axis, and is evaluated as
χ(0) = aNCNρf (0). (E.8)
Therefore for a = 1, the Korringa-Shiba relation is satisfied. On the other hand, if a > 1, the
static susceptibility is enhanced, and the Korringa-Shiba relation does not hold. In the Anderson
model with U ̸= 0 or in the Coqblin-Schrieffer model, ∆ is replaced by the width of the Kondo
resonance, and therefore is of the order of the Kondo temperature.
E.3 Strong-Coupling Limit of the Kondo Lattice Model
In this appendix, we review the strong-coupling expansion of the Kondo lattice model [45, 46].
Here we suppose only the nearest-neighbor hopping t in the conduction electrons.
In the strong-coupling limit J = ∞, the conduction electron strongly couples the Kondo
singlet to screen the local spin. The Kondo singlet accordingly can be regarded as an absence
of the local spin (Figure E.2). If the number of conduction electrons Nc are fewer than the site
number N0, N0 −Nc moments remain free. On account of the hopping term, the Kondo singlet

















Consequently, the Kondo lattice model with J = ∞ is equivalent to the Hubbard model with
U = ∞. The hopping, however, is reduced to half from the original one.
In the effective model H(1)eff , the ground state is degenerate, since there remain degrees of free-
dom in the distribution of the singlets and in the configuration of the remaining local moments.
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⇓
Figure E.2: Schematic illustration of the Kondo lattice model in the strong-coupling limit. The
gray circle expresses the Kondo singlet, and the white circle the hole an absence of the local
spin.
Sigrist et al. have derived an effective Hamiltonian to the first order of t/J in one dimension [46].
The effective Hamiltonian involves a ferromagnetic interaction between two spins. Therefore, as
for the one dimension, it can be demonstrated that the spin degeneracy is lifted perturbatively
to form the ferromagnetism for arbitrary filling. The ferromagnetic regime accordingly spreads
to all filling in the strong-coupling regime as shown in the ground-state phase diagram of Fig-
ure 1.20. In the higher dimensions d > 1, however, the spin configuration in the strong-coupling
limit has not been identified.
On the other hand, Hirsch has focused on the distribution of the Kondo singlets [45]. This
picture deals itinerant singlets. In the order of t2/J , the effective Hamiltonian of the itinerant










teff = t/2, (E.11)
Veff = 7t2/6J. (E.12)
where the operator di and d
†
i obey the anti-commutation relation for fermion, and d
†
idj transfers
the Kondo singlet from site j to i. The second term gives the repulsion between the adjacent
singlets. Note that, if the on-site Coulomb repulsion between the conduction electrons are taken
into account, Veff tends to become small [45]. The similar term can be found in the effective
Hamiltonian derived by Sigrist et al. [46]. The CDW state realizes in this model, provided the
energy gain due to Veff exceeds the kinetic-energy term. In one dimension, the ground-state
phase diagram has been calculated by means of the exact diagonalization method, and shows
existence of the CDW phase for strong on-site and inter-site repulsions [86].
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